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‘ Abstract 
The present study addresses the issue of the middle construction in both 
Chinese and English. In discussing the English, we center around the properties of the 
construction. Special attention toward the semantics of the construction shows that the 
middle is a construction predicating an inherent property held by the subject, and this 
makes all the properties accountable. Concerning the most controversial issue of the 
status of the implied agent involved in the construction, we argue that it is saturated n 
the lexicon and is active only in a semantic sense. These properties of the construction 
successfully account for the so-called instrumental middle, location middle, adjunct 
middle, as well as impersonal middle. Thus the present concept of the middle 
construction differs from the original one which refers to the construction derived from 
two-place predicates with the theme realized as the subject and the agent suppressed. 
The present term covers a larger number of data, as the syntactic subject can be 
realized by any argument other than the agent, with the latter being semantically active 
in the sense that the carrying out of the action predicated necessarily implies the agent. 
The essence of the construction, therefore, remains unchanged: active in form but 
passive in meaning. 
The Chinese middle is a topic seldom touched upon. We try to demonstrate 
that there exists a middle construction in Chinese, and that it is marked by the verbal 
affix qilai rather than de, because sentences with qilai observe all the properties of the 
middle construction. However, we argue that it does not thus follow that qilai serves 
as a middle marker. Instead, it is subsumed under a more general use of qilai - the 
evaluational qilai, the qilai that introduces an evaluation or comment on the subject or 
the carrying out of the action predicated. The syntactic subjects of the evaluational 
qilai construction ranges from agent to theme, instrument, location, etc. The 
realization of a non-agent argument as the subject results in the middle sentence, which 
turns out to be on a par with the middle of some European languages. 
Finally we distinguish two types of the evaluational construction, depending on 
which is being commented -- the syntactic subject or the carrying out of the action 
predicated. When the former occurs, the M-qilai functions as an adjunct; on the other 
hand, when the latter occurs, the N-qilai functions as the main predicate. Therefore a 
Chinese middle sentence observes two conditions, firstly, its syntactic subject is a non-
agent argument, and secondly, the post-尔/a/ complement is evaluating or commenting 
on the carrying out of the action predicated. 
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The Middle Construction in English and Chinese 
Chapter 1. Introduction 
During the past decade or so，the middle construction has been among the 
widely-discussed topic in syntactic studies. Listed in (1)-(3) are the typical, or rather 
stereotypical examples of this special construction. 
(1) The book reads easily. 
(2) Bureaucrats bribe easily. 
(3) Chickens kill easily. 
The study of the middle construction can be traced back to as early as 1927, 
when Jesperson termed it as "activo-passive" in his book of the English grammar. Ever 
since then, various terminologies have arisen in the study of this construction: medio-
passive (0'Grady 1965, Nilsen 1973)，patient-subject (Lakoff 1977，van Oosten 1977), 
deactivative (Chafe 1970)，activo-passivization (Bresnan 1980)，pseudo-intransitive 
(Lyons 1968，Smith 1970，Bowers 1985). In the more recent literature, however, the 
term "the middle construction" has been accepted and used. All these terms capture the 
very fact about this construction that it is active in form but passive in meaning, as 
obviously in (1) the book is not supposed to read all by itself. 
The term "the middle construction" reminds one of a grammatical phenomenon 
with a much longer history — middle voice. Middle voice，together with active voice 
and passive voice is used to describe "possible paradigmatic sets of the verb" by 
Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin grammarians (Fox and Hopper 1994，p. X)，to describe the 
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relationship between the subject and object of the verb, i.e., the transitivity of the verb. 
In traditional grammar, middle voice is defined in both form and function. It is used to 
express events in which the "action or state affects the subject of the verb or its 
interest" (Lyons cited in Kemmer 1994, p. 179). Kemmer (1994) classifies ten types of 
middle voice, the element in the bold form is known as the middle marker. 
a. Grooming or body care. keire-sthai "cut off one's hair" (Greek) 
b. Nontranslational motion. trepe-sthai "turn" (CL. Greek) 
c. Change in body position. kathe-sthai "sit" (CL. Greek) 
d. Translational motion. pete-sthai "fly" (CL. Greek) 
e. Naturally reciprocal events, amplecto-r "embrace" (Latin) 
f Indirect middle. kat-sthai "acquire for oneself (CL. Greek) 
g. Emotion middle. irasco-r “be angry，，(Latin) 
h. Emotive speech actions. quero-r "complain" (Latin) 
i. Cognition middle medito-r "ponder, medicate" (Latin) 
j. Spontaneous events. s 'evanouir "vanish" (French) 
It seems impossible to find a category where the middle construction concerned 
in the present thesis can be subsumed. However, as Kemmer (1993, p.2) points out, 
some people tend to mix middle voice with middle construction, making the former a 
very heterogeneous phenomenon, as there seems to be no obvious semantic 
generalization that can be made and the formal determinants of the constructions are 
quite varied. This explains the arising of the terms like "medio-passive", “neuter，，， 
"patient-subject construction" etc. to refer to the construction now known as the 
middle construction. Although the two terms, i.e., "middle voice" and "the middle 
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construction", might cause some >confusion, the distinctions between the two are very 
clear. The middle construction, in its original sense, refers to the special syntactic 
behavior of a group of transitive verbs, although it now covers a larger set of data, 
which will become clear as the discussion goes on. On the other hand, as Kemmer 
(1993，1994) maintains, the term middle voice is a semantic concept. Since the 
distinction between the two constructions is not the topic of the present thesis, it 
suffices to know at the present stage that the middle construction concerned here and 
middle voice refer to two different linguistic phenomena. 
Ever since Keyser and Roeper (1984) made a detailed research on the English 
middle construction, crosslinguistic studies have emerged, which contribute to the 
better understanding to this construction. These studies include: Chinese middle 
(Cheng 1989, Song 1994)，Italian middle (Cinque 1988，Hyams 1986, Manzini 1986), 
French middle (Wehrli 1986), Dutch middle (Ackema & Schoorlemmer 1993, Hoestra 
ad Roberts 1993，van Voorst 1988), and German middle (Fagan 1992). More 
importantly, these studies have made it clear that different languages behave differently 
in this very construction. 
There are several well-known research questions in this line of study, stated as 
follows. 
1. The features of the middle construction, i.e. its syntactic behavior as well as 
semantic behavior. 
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2. The restriction on the middle construction, i.e. what sort of verbs can undergo 
middle formation, as apparently not all verbs can form acceptable middle sentences. 
Consider the ungrammatical (4)-(5). 
(4) * The answer knows easily. 
(5) * The boy beats easily. 
3. The derivation of the middle construction, i.e. how the middle construction gets 
derived. The verbs involved here, for instance in (1)-(3), apparently have two 
arguments to assign ~ an agent argument and a theme argument, but only the latter is 
syntactically realized. The question arises as to how the external theta role fails to get 
realized in the syntax. 
So far some consensus has been reached with regard to these questions, 
especially questions (1) and (2). The present thesis is of course not able to touch upon 
all these remaining issues, let alone to solve them. Instead, the focus will be on the 
Chinese middle based on the studies of the English middle，although we will provide 
out analyses with regard to some controversial issues related to the English middle. So 
far there have been several studies addressing the issue of the Chinese middle; 
however, the controversy remains as to whether in Chinese there really exists a middle 
construction, and if so, what is it. Through this study we hope to come up with a better 
understanding of the issue. The thesis will be organized as follows. 
Chapter 2 addresses the issue of the English middle. We direct special 
attention to the semantics of the construction, and argue that the properties of the 
middle, which are so well-known, follow from the very fact that it expresses a state, or 
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to be more accurate, a kind of inherent property held by the subject. Concerning the 
syntactic behavior of the construction, the controversial issue with regard to the status 
of the implied agent will be considered. We provide arguments to demonstrate that it is 
only semantically active，thus arguing against the proposal that it is realized as PRO 
and surfaces in syntax (Stroik 1992，1995). Taking into consideration recent studies on 
Dutch and German middles, we come to the conclusion that the middle construction 
now refers to those sentence where any argument other than the agent - which is the 
canonical subject -- assumes the subject role and where the agent is implied, in the 
sense that the carrying out of the action predicated will not make sense without its 
involvement. Although the present "middle construction" covers a wider range of data， 
its essence remains the unchanged, i.e., the construction is active in form but passive in 
meaning. 
In Chapter 3, the issue of the Chinese middle construction will be presented. 
Syntacticians working on Chinese propose that the Chinese middle is characteristic of 
the verbal affix - qilai. We agree with this point, but argue that it does not thus 
follows that qilai functions as the middle marker, for this is actually a subflinction of a 
more general use of qilai’ evaluational qilai, i.e.，qilai introducing an evaluation or 
comment on the subject or the carrying out of the action predicated with regard to the 
subject. We find that sentences with evaluational qilai allow a range of arguments to 
be realized as the subjects: agent, theme, instrument, and location. The important point 
is that these sentences all behave similarly in that they are non-eventive and they 
require an appropriate complex stative construction, which corroborates our position 
to group them together. The Chinese middle arises only when a non-agent argument 
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assumes the subject position of the evaluational qilai construction, which turns out to 
parallel the behavior of the middle constructions in English and other European 
languages. We will also account for some major differences between the Chinese and 
English middles. 
Having made it clear that Chinese middle sentence is a special one that should 
be subsumed under evaluational sentences marked by qilai, we move on to account for 
the syntax of Chinese evaluational sentences. Despite the overt similarity in terms of 
syntactic representation, i.e. NP + V-qilai + VP, the underlying relationship between 
the subject and the predicate is shown to be not always the same. Two types of 
evaluational sentences are classified, with V-qilai serving as the adjunct and the main 
predicate respectively. In this sense，only when Y-qilai functions as the main predicate 
can the sentence called the middle, on the condition that the subject is a non-agent 
argument. Finally conclusions will be drawn in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 2. The English Middle 
2.0. Introduction 
The English middle has been a topic of great interest in recent syntactic studies. 
What is so special about it has something to do with the syntactic projection (Chomsky 
1981). 
(1) The book reads easily. 
(2) Government officials bribe easily. 
Apparently, the sentences reflect a violation of the Projection Principle, which 
states that lexical information is syntactically represented. The verbs involved here: 
read and bribe are both lexical transitives，so both have two arguments to assign，an 




As reflected in (1) and (2)，only the internal theme arguments get syntactically realized 
as the subjects. The external theta role, as believed by many (Keyser and Roeper 1984, 
Cinque 1988, Rosen 1990，among others), is said to be suppressed. In addition to this 
syntactic specialty, the resultant sentence - the middle construction - also behaves 
somewhat unusually in the sense that the well-formedness of it is constrained by quite a 
few conditions. This chapter will address both the semantic and syntactic issues 
involved in the English middle. Section 1 will review the well- known properties of the 
construction, and try to clarify the confusion in the use of some of the terminologies. 
More than that, in the following section 2 we aim to provide an account for these on 
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the basis of a study on the semantics of the construction. Concerning the syntactic 
issues to be taken up in section 3，the present thesis, on the basis of the achievements 
of previous work，will provide our understanding of the mechanism of the middle 
construction - the status of the implied agent, i.e., what triggers its suppression, and 
does it occupy a position in syntactic representation? Finally in section 4 we argue that 
the middle construction now covers a wider scope, taking into consideration the so-
called instrumental middle, location middle, adjunct middle and impersonal middle. 
2.1. General properties of the middle construction 
2.1.1. The middle construction is normally non-eventive, as it cannot appear in 
progressive or imperative constructions, just like stative verbs. Consider (4) and (5). 
In the literature, "non-eventive" is not a well-defined concept. We take it to refer to 
situations without any specific time reference. In this sense, it is used interchangeably 
with "stative", and with "generic (proposition)，，. 
(4) a. * The book is reading easily at the moment, 
b. * He is knowing the answer. 
(5) a. * Read easily, book! 
b. * Know the answer, John! 
This fact has been captured by a number of studies, and these two sets of 
sentences have been used as examples in most studies (Fagan 1988, Keyser & Roeper 
1984，Roberts 1986 among others). However, as Fellbaum (1986) points out, what is 
odd about (5)a actually comes from a semantic consideration，as the imperative is used 
to address a person, rather than something inanimate. But still we should recognize this 
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feature because of the ungrammaticality of (4)a. A tentative account for this behavior 
is related to the semantics of the middle construction, which will be introduced later. 
Fellbaum (1986) lists a number of examples which appear in progressive form 
or in sentences with time reference. It seems that the middle construction allowing 
specific time reference is not at all a rare phenomenon. 
(6) a. Her latest novel is selling like hot cakes. 
b. The truck is handling smoothly. 
c. The steak you bought yesterday cut like butter. 
d. The paint we were persuaded to buy sprayed on evenly. 
e. This tripod used to extend easily (now it jams). 
f. Red wine spots used to wash out easily (before synthetics came into 
wide use) 
Most of examples cited by Fellbaum, we believe，do not stand as counterexamples. The 
emphasis made here is that the middle construction does not allow reference to a 
specific point of time. That is why we can have it in used in past tense or progressive 
form in a restricted way. The examples，especially (6)c-f，actually represent a stretch of 
time. This behavior of the middle construction in the progressive, just like that of the 
progressive is also noted by Fagan (1988). 
(7) a. This manuscript is reading better every day. 
b. Young kids are knowing more and more about sex and violence these 
days. 
These sentences, as argued by Fagan, although appearing in the progressive, should 
not be considered eventive，as than eventive reading. How to account for this? And 
what is the restriction on the middle appearing in the progressive, as apparently this is 
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possible only for a small number of sentences? We will leave the issues open, as we 
believe that a comprehensive account for these is beyond the scope of the middle 
construction. We conclude at the present stage that the middle is normally non-
eventive. 
2.1.2. The middle construction is generic. Different people mean different things when 
they use the term "generic". For most, this is used in the sense that it does not express 
any specific agent. Instead, it expresses an arbitrary agent，i.e. people in general or 
anyone, as shown by the paraphrasal relationship between (8)a and (8)b，(9)a and (9)b. 
(8) a. The book reads easily. 
b. People, in general, can read this book easily. 
(9) a. Government officials bribe easily. 
b. It is easy for anyone to bribe government officials. 
Keyser and Roeper (1984) use the term “generic” in a different sense, in the 
sense that the propositions are held to be generally true, that they do not describe 
events in time. So the "generic" just means "non-eventive" and “stative” This 
interpretation of genericity is related to Carlson's (1980，1989) proposal that in the 
semantics, and perhaps in the syntax； there exists an operator GN which applies to 
sentence denotations (e.g. proposition). Following Carlson (1989), a middle sentence 
like (8)a would be analyzed as (10). 
(10) [ GN ([The book reads easily'])] 
Carlson (1980 p. 68) distinguishes stage-level predicate from individual-level predicate. 
The former refers to "a spatially and temporally bounded manifestation of something", 
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whereas the latter means "whatever-it-is that ties a series of stages together to make 
them stages of the same thing，，. The GN is what "maps predicates that apply to stages 
or predicates that apply to individuals" (p. 168). What we have in the middle 
construction is normally an individual-level predicate, and thus a generic construal of 
the proposition. 
Fellbaum (1986)，on the basis of the examples in (6)，argues against this idea of 
a generic proposition involved in the middle construction. To her, "generic" only refers 
to the implied agent. However, if we use her example (6)b，repeated here as ( l l )a -
the eventive middle according to her - we cannot get a generic agent either, as in 
(ll)b. 
(11) a. The truck is handling smoothly. 
b. ？ People, in general, are handling the truck smoothly. 
(ll)b，when used alone，might sound okay, but the meaning is different from that of 
the (ll)a. If ( l l )a represents an event，it must have some agent involved, and cannot 
have a generic agent. We believe that the generic proposition is naturally related to the 
generic implied agent，that is why in the middle we either get both or get neither. 
The issues of non-eveiitivity, stativity, and genericity (i.e., generic proposition) 
are obviously beyond the scope of the middle construction. Here we use the three 
interchangeably. Any nuances between them need further consideration. 
2.1.3. A modifier is essential for the well-formedness of the middle construction. This 
modifier can be an adverbial expression, as widely recognized, or "an appropriated 
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INFL" (Roberts 1986 p. 233). The latter refers to cases where the verb or the subject 
has contrastive stress，where the emphatic "do" is present; where there is a modal 
present; where there is a negation, a negatively quantified subject or a subject 
quantifier any. Consider how the ungrammatical (12) gets salvaged by the addition of 
an appropriate adverbial in (13). 
(12) * Chickens kill 
(13) a. Chickens kill easily. 
b. CHICKENS kill. 
c. Chickens DO kill. 
d. Chickens might kill. 
e. Chickens won't kill. 
f Not few chickens kill, 
g. Any chicken kills. 
However, not all adverbials can make an acceptable middle sentence. The 
canonical adverbial in middle construction is "easily". Jackendoff (1972，p 59-73) 
classifies six types of adverbs in term of their syntactic position in a clause: initial, 
auxiliary, or final: 
(14) Class I: appear in all three positions，but with varying meanings: 
cleverly, clumsily, carefully, deliberately, voluntarily, intentionally... 
Class 11: appear in all three positions with no meaning change: quickly, 
slowly, quietly, frequently… 
Class III: only appear in initial and aux positions: evidently, probably, 
unbelievably... 
Class IV: only appear in aux and final positions: completely, easily, 
totally … 
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Class V: appear in^final position only: hard, well... 
Class VI: appear in aux position only: merely, virtually... 
Roberts (1986) notices that adverbs in Class IV, like easily, requires neither 
agent, as in (15)a，nor event, as in (15)b, which contrasts with quickly, a Class II 
adverb, which requires event. 
(15) a. The ice quickly/easily melted. 
b. John * quickly/easily knew the answer. 
The middle construction is normally non-eventive, as we have already seen, and the 
agent is implied but not syntactically active，we will see later; hence the reason that 
easily is the canonical adverb in middle. This also explains the ungrammatical (12). 
According to Roberts (1986), both an intentional clause and carefully, a Class I adverb 
require both an agent and an event. 
(16) a. * The books sell quickly to make money, 
b. * This loaf of bread cuts carefully. 
A further constraint of the modifier is captured by van Oosten's (1977) 
observation. Consider the contrast of grammaticality between (17)a and (17)b. 
(17) a. The wine drinks like water. 
b. * The wine drinks out of the refrigerator. 
What makes (17)b unacceptable is the fact that there is no special property of the wine 
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clearer as we will see later on that the middle construction is a special one predicating 




1 2.1.4. There is an implied agent in the middle construction, which never gets 
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syntactically realized. This point is very important as we will see in section 4 that the 
middle construction allows a wider range of arguments to be realized as the subject, 
other than just the theme argument. The commonality of all these different 
representations of the middle construction lies in the implied agent. Stroik (1992) uses 
the following sentences as an argument for its syntactic existence: (18)a and (18)b 
actually have their implied agent realized -- Mary and Bill respectively，and (19) shows 
that there should be a syntactic position for the implied agents for them as they are to 
function as the antecedents of oneself，if the Binding Theory (Chomsky 1981) is to be 
observed. 
(18) a. That book reads quickly for Mary. 
b. No Latin text translates easily for Bill. (p. 131) 
(19) a. Books about oneself never read poorly. 
b. Letters to oneself compose quickly, (p. 129) 
With regard to (18)，contra Stroik's proposal, we argue thatMa/y and Bill are not the 
agents, but rather the experiencer, or in Zribi-Hertz's (1993 p. 588) term, yor-phrases 
are point-of-view adverbials". The sentences in (18)，say (18)a, actually mean that in 
Mary's view, the book reads quickly. Of course, by believing so, Mary is supposed to 
have read the book, i.e. she is supposed to be the agent anyway. But this is not always 




(20) No Latin text translates easily for Bill, though he has never tried one. 
If Bill is assigned the agent theta role，the sentence would be ruled out for its apparent 
contradiction between the two clauses. However, the sentence turns out to be perfect. 
Sentence (21) makes this point more clearly. Stroik (1992) marks the sentence as 
ungrammatical, but the native speakers I interviewed actually accepted the sentence. 
(21) Books about oneself read quickly for Mary. (p. 136) 
If，following Stroik's argument, Mary should be conceived as the agent of the verb， 
and therefore the antecedent of oneself, the sentence would, of course, be ruled out, 
for the incompatibility between the two clauses. The sentence, contrary to Stroik，s 
interpretation, actually means that Mary believes that books about oneself read 
quickly. Since middle is a construction commenting on a property of the subject, it 
surely allows/or-phrases as point-of-view adverbials. 
With regard to an account for sentence (19)，the Binding Theory (Chomsky 
1981) is called for. The discussion of this issue will be delayed till Section 3. Here it 
suffices to note that the middle construction involves an implied agent. 
2.2. The semantics of the middle construction 
2.2.1. Introduction 
The above-listed four features of the middle construction seem to be rather 
unsystematic. This section aims to unite these apparently unrelated features on the 
basis of the semantics of the middle construction. Before we move on to discuss this 
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2.2.2. Classification of four verb types by Vendler (1967) 
Vendler classified four types of verbs: activity, state, accomplishment, and 
achievement. Activity verbs, like running, writing are processes going on in time. They 
consist of successive phases following one another in time, and have no set terminal 
I 
I 
point. The action is going on in a homogeneous way with any part of the process of the 
same nature as the whole. Accomplishment verbs, like running a mile, drawing a 
circle, have a 'climax', which has to be reached if the action is to be what it is claimed 
to be. Neither achievement verbs nor stative verbs indicate processes going on in time. 
The former，however, can be predicated only for single moment of time，like reaching 
the top, spotting the plane; whereas the latter, like loving, knowing, can be predicated 
for shorter or longer periods of time. 
2.2.3. Re stative verbs 
What interests us here is the stative verbs, as it is widely recognized in the 
literature that the middle construction behaves like stative verbs. In the ensuing part we 
will review the semantic features and syntactic behavior of stative verbs, and try to 
demonstrate the relationship between stative and middle verbs. In other words, is it 
possible that the middle construction per se is stative? 
2.2.3.1. Vendler's (1967) account of stative verbs 
Stative verbs "do not indicate processes going on in time，，，though they “may 
be predicated of a subject for a given time with truth or falsity "(Vendler 1967 p. 102). 
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The overt features of stative verbs include the lack of continuous tenses and the lack of 
the form of time determination, reflected in (22) and (23). 
(22) * She is knowing German. 
(23) * How long does she know German? 
Typical stative verbs include: having, possessing, desiring or wanting 
something, liking, disliking，loving, hating, ruling or dominating somebody or 
something, and knowing or believing things. 
2.2.3.2. Smith's (1993) work on states 
States, according to Smith, may hold for a moment or an interval, with an 
arbitrary final point, and they lack shifts or variation. When a state holds for a certain 
period of time, the whole schema is true at every moment. Syntactically states are 
incompatible with the expression of agency, having no dynamics. States do not 
generally occur in imperative, or with adverbs that are subject-oriented, or with other 
constructions involving agency. 
(24) * John deliberately knew Greek. 
(25) * Know Greek, John! 
Types of states include: 
I. private predicates such as believe, hope, fear, know. They refer to unobservable 
mental states and events. 
II. properties, concrete and abstract, that hold of people, things, and concepts, such as 
[be tall], [be green], [be polite]. 
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III. generic and habitual predications, which are semantically stative. They hold of 
classes, kinds, or patterns of events, rather than specific situation. 
2.2.4. The stative middle construction 
Roberts is，to the best of my knowledge, among the few who state that 
"middles are stative" (p. 198). This conclusion is based on the syntactic behavior of the 
middle verbs \ which turns out to parallel that of stative verbs. However, there is a 
problem here. State is a semantic concept, and the syntactic behavior in question is the 
result rather than the cause of the verb or the construction being stative. That is to say, 
it is not the syntactic behavior that determines the stativity or non-stativity of a verb or 
a construction. 
Our understanding of the stative middle construction differs from that of 
Roberts' (1986). As reflected in Vendler's (1967) and Smith's (1993) work, there can 
be different types of states. The state involved in the middle construction can be 
understood as a kind of property possessed by the subject: "possessing" in Vendler's 
classification, or “properties” in Smith's classification, as the middle is a construction 
predicating a property of the subject with regard to the carrying out of the action 
(Ackema & Schoorlemmer 1993, Pagan 1988). The paraphrasal relationship held 
between the following pairs corroborates the position we take here. 
(26) a. The floor waxes easily. 
b. The floor has the property of being easily waxed. 
(27) a. Government officials bribe easily. 
b. Government officials possess the property of being easily bribed. 
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The possession of a certain property is supposed to be held true irrespective of 
time. We do not predicate that something or someone possesses a property sometimes, 
but not other time, nor do we say that something or someone is having a property at a 
specific point of time. As a matter of fact，property seems to be more “stative，，than 
state. 
Properties are those facts about entities which are assumed to be，even if they 
are not in fact, permanent, unalterable, and in some sense possessed by the 
entity, while states and conditions which are, in principle, transitory, not 
possessed by the entity of which they are predicated, and the removal of which 
causes no change in the essential qualities of the entity. 
(Milsarck 1974，p. 212) 
As the relationship between property and state is not the topic of this thesis, it suffices 
to know at this stage that the possession of a property is stative, and the middle 
construction，which predicates a property of its subject, turns out to be stative; 
therefore, it is expected to behave like stative verbs syntactically. 
Having made it clear that the middle construction is stative and that it 
predicates a innate property possessed by the subject, we can see that the features of 
the middle follow naturally. 
L The middle construction is non-eventive or stative because it expresses an 
inherent property held of the subject with regard to the carrying out of the action, 
which is supposedly held true irrespective of time. Therefore it normally does not allow 
any reference to a specific point of time，and thus syntactically cannot appear in 






II. The middle construction does not allow agent-oriented adverbial expression, 
or intentional clauses, because it is stative. As is clear from Smith's (1993) work, 
states are incompatible with the expression of agency，with adverbs that are subject-
oriented, or with other constructions involving agency. More specifically, the middle 
construction is just predicating a property held of the theme subject, i.e.，how the 
action predicated is usually carried out. We cannot say that something possesses a 
property deliberately or with some intention. So even if we change the theme subject 
of the construction with an animate subject, say a human being, the resultant sentence 
predicating a property of the person is still incompatible with agent-oriented 
expressions, as in (28). 
(28) * He is pretty tall to impress people. 
III. The well-formedness of a middle sentence requires a modifier，because this 
modifier predicates the very property of the subject. It can therefore be understood as 
an inseparable part of the main predicate (cf. Ackema & Schoorlemmer 1993). This 
can now explain the oddness of (29)a and (30)a. 
(29) a. * The clothes iron. 
b. The clothes iron well 
(30) a. * The wine drinks out of the refrigerator, 
b. The wine drinks like water. 
We do not predicate that the clothes have the property of being ironed, nor that the 
wine has the property of being drunk out of the refrigerator. On the other hand, it is 
perfectly acceptable to say that the clothes have the property of being well ironed, or 
that the wine has the property of being drunk like water. 
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2.3. Some syntactic issues of the ^ middle construction 
2.3.1. The mechanism of the construction 
As is clear from section 2.0，the middle verbs are usually formed from two-
place predicates, namely transitive verbs (later we will see that they can also be derived 
from one-place predicate, i.e., intransitive verbs). However, syntactically only the 
internal argument gets realized as the subject. In the literature, there are generally three 
different accounts for this. They will be introduced in the following sections followed 
by a comparison of the three accounts. 
2.3.1.1. Pagan's (1988) account of lexical saturation based on Rizzi's (1986) work 
Rizzi, in his study of Italian null objects, proposes the notion of "saturation" of 
theta role. "Intuitively a theta role is associated with some referential content -- that is, 
when we can understand 'who does what' in the situation referred to" (p. 508). 
Saturation can be realized either in syntax by means of Projection Principle (Chomsky 
1981), or in lexicon when a theta role is assigned an arbitrary status. If the latter 
situation occurs, the theta role in question does not need to be realized syntactically 
any more, since only 
(31) Categorial structure reflects lexically unsaturated thematic structure at 
all syntactic levels. (Rizzi 1986，p. 508) 
Applying this analysis to the middle construction, Fagan (1988) proposes the following 
rules. 
(32) a. Assign arb to the external theta role, 




Therefore the middle construction has only its internal argument realized as the 
subject, with its external saturated in the lexicon. However, as pointed out by Gu 
(p.c.), (32)b is kind of redundant, since the Extended Projection Principle (Chomsky 
1982) will take care of that, which states that every sentence must have a subject. If 
j • 
I the external theta role is suppressed, which is canonically a candidate for a grammatical 
subject, the sentence needs to derive a subject elsewhere. Hence，the internal argument 
is picked up to be the subject. 
2.3.1.2. the suppression of external theta role (Cinque 1988, Jaeggli 1986，Keyser & 
Roeper 1984，1992, Rosen 1990) 
Crosslinguistic studies have for a long time noticed the existence of overt 
middle markers in several European languages. 
(33) Questo legno si taglia bene. (Italian) 
‘This wood cuts easily.， 
(34) Cet appareil se maine difficilement. (French) 
'This alliance handles with difficulty.， 
(35) Das Buch liest sich leicht. (German) 
‘This book reads easily.. 
As summarized in Rosen (1990), the si/se clitic，when used in middle 
construction, serves the function of absorbing or suppressing the external theta role. 
The consequence of this is reflected inBurzio's Generalization (Burzio 1986，p. 178) 
(36) Burzio，s Generalization: All and only the verbs that can assign theta 
role to the subject can assign (accusative) case to an object. 
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The middle verbs, with the external theta role they are supposed to assign suppressed 
by the middle marker, would thus fail to assign accusative case to its internal argument. 
In order to observe the Case Filter (Chomsky 1981), which states that every NP must 
bear a case, the internal argument will move to the subject position to receive case. 
Concerning English, although it lacks an overt middle marker，it is believed to have a 
covert one serving the same function. The weakness of this account will be discussed 
in 2.3.1.4.，as this is also shared by Roberts' (1986) version of account, which we now 
turn to. 
2.3.1.3. Roberts' (1986) account for the syntactic absence of the external argument. 
Roberts' principle depends on the notion of temporal dependency. 
(37) X is temporally dependent on Y iff Y governs and is coindexed with X 
and there is no Z such that Z governs X and is coindexed with X but 
does not govern Y. (P. 1 卯) 
Verbs are either temporally dependent on Infl (or, more precisely，the Tense 
constituent of Infl) or not, thus the following. 
(3 8) a. A verb which is temporally dependent on Tense has an event reading. 
b. A verb which is not temporally dependent on Tense has a state reading. 
Roberts believes that aspectual interpretation is related to structural theta role 
assignment in the sense that when a verb fails to coindex with the Infl, the verb with an 
agent theta role would fail to assign this theta role and the predicate it heads will be 
interpreted as stative, rather than eventive，in term of aspect. As the middle is a 
construction which lacks Infl-V coindexation, the syntactic absence of the external 






i We believe that Roberts' <1986) account fails to be explanatorily adequate, as 
i 
J 
it only presents the facts observed in the middle construction, i.e., the construction is 
• 
i stative, and the agent role is not syntactically realized. Why is it the case that in stative 
[ sentences, the verb with an agent role would fail to assign this theta role? What about 
those stative sentences as in (39)-(40) whose external agent arguments do surface? 
(39) He smokes a cigarette every morning. 
(40) People read Agatha Christie's novels easily. 
On Roberts' account, sentences like (39)-(40) would be ruled out. He seems to argue 
that the syntactic subject of a stative sentence cannot be the agent argument, which is 
obviously not the case. 
2.3.1.4. Comparison of the three accounts 
The problems with Roberts' and Rosen's account, as well as the merits of 
Pagan's account, we believe, are related to the following sentences: 
(41) The knife cuts easily. 
(42) The razor shaves well. 
Although what we have here are instrument arguments realized as subjects, the 
sentences behave exactly like the canonical middle construction, where it is the internal 
theme argument that realizes as the subject. This explains why some work classifies 
sentences (41)-(42) and the like as middle as well (van Oosten 1984 among others). 
The verbs here: cut and shave have two obligatory theta roles -- the agent and the 
theme, and an optional theta role - the instrument to assign, but in (41)-(42) only the 
instrument argument is projected into syntax. Roberts' and Rosen's account can 
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explain the suppression of the external theta role - the failure of V-Infl coindexation, 
, or the existence of the middle marker. But they left unexplained the internal argument. 
} 
{ 
Does the covert English middle marker suppresses the agent and the theme arguments 
at the same time? And more importantly, what triggers the suppression? 
I 1 
I There is an additional problem with the proposal that there may be a covert 
middle marker in English on the basis of the overt middle markers in some European 
languages. Interesting enough，in the Italian, French, or German instrument-subject 
sentences, the clitics -- si, se, and sich respectively -- are not syntactically realized, see 
the examples in (43)-(45). This is somehow unexpected since their existence can 
explain the suppression of the external argument at least. How can this be? In this 
respect, we argue that Manzini (1983) might be in the right track in arguing that the 
clitics, at least the Italian si, is realized as the external agent argument, associated with 
3rd person, with unspecified number and gender features，and is assigned the subject 
role (see Roberts 1986 also for this point). 
(43) Questo coltello taglia bene. (Italian) 
'This knife cuts well" 
(44) Ces ciseaux ne coupent pas tres bien. (French) 
‘Those scissors don't cut very well.' 
(45) Der Bleistift schreibt gut. (German) 
'This pencil writes well.' 
The reason that we have the clitics in theme-subject construction, but not in 
instrument-subject construction, we suggest, might be related to the Thematic 
Hierarchy (Grimshaw 1990). 
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(46) (Agent (Experiencer (Goal/Source/Location (Theme)))) 
Apparently there is no position for the instrument. However, following Fillmore's 
(1968) work on case，we would say that the instrument is more likely to assume the 
subject role than object，which is next equivalent to the theme in Grimshaw's (1990) 
version. The theme occupies the lowest position, and this means that it is the last 
argument to be realized as a subject. Therefore, when it does occur as the a subject， 
we get a somewhat marked situation, and accordingly we need si to function as the 
agent. On the other hand, it is not at all rare for an instrument argument to be 
syntactically realized as a subject. 
(47) The key can not open the door. 
(48) The hammer broke the window. 
Instrument is somewhat special in that it signifies an implicit agent, as the instrument is 
used by an agent. Hence in the instrumental middle, no si/se or whatsoever is needed 
for marking the overt existence of the agent. 
Since in the literature，people still have not come to a consensus with regard to 
the exact function oi si/se, the explanation provided here for the lack of it in the so-
called instrumental middle needs to be further considered. On the other hand, we find 
that Pagan's account successfully avoids all these problems. For sentences like (41)-
(42)，the external argument can be understood to be saturated in the lexicon, as it is 
supposedly assigned an arbitrary status，meaning people in general, everyone, or 
anybody. We believe that this can be also be applied to the internal theme argument, 
which thus means anything that can be cut or shaved. In other words, (41)-(42) are 
sentences predicating an innate property of the knife and the razor respectively, 
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therefore no specific agent or theme is involved, as they are actually irrelevant to the 
interpretation of the proposition. 
2.3.2. The status of the implied agent in the middle construction 
This issue has attracted quite a few studies in the past tow or three years. The 
latest is done by Ackema and Schoorlemmer (1995). We will present some relevant 
results of the existing studies as well as our accounts. The controversy starts from 
Stroik，s (1992) paper. He believes that the syntactic existence of an implied agent is , 
made clear by (19)a and (19)b, repeated here as (49)-(50). 
(49) Books about oneself never read poorly. 
(50) Letters to oneself compose quickly. 
For an anaphoric expression like oneself to be licensed, an antecedent is needed to bind 
it in its governing category, this is required by the Binding Condition A (Chomsky 
1981) as stated in (51). 
(51) An anaphor is bound in its governing category. 
B is the governing category for A if and only if B is the minimal 
category containing A, a governor of A, and a SUBJECT accessible to 
A. 
On the basis of this, Stroik (1992，1995) argues strongly that the implied agent has the 
status of an arbitrary PRO, and proposes that it occupies the demoted VP adjunct 
position, based on Larson's (1988) Principle of Argument Demotion. 
(52) If A is a theta role assigned by X，then A may be assigned (up to 
optionality) to an adjunct position of X. 
The A considered here is of course the external theta role of the middle verb, and 
accordingly，it may be assigned to the adjunct position of the verb. So the syntactic 
1 . • •| I 
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representation of (50)a would be (53)，with the schematic representation reflected in 
(54)，where the demoted external theta role is designated as PRO. 
(53) a. D-structure: 
[IP e [I，I [VP [VP read books about oneself poorly] PRO ] ] . 
b. S-structure: 
[IP [Books about oneself]I [R I [VP read TI poorly ] PRO ]]] 





^ ^ ： ： ^ 1 
read books about PRO 






[Books about oneself]I read TI poorly PRO 
Stroik's (1992, 1995) argument, to a great extent, is dependent on one 
assumption, that is, the c-command relationship can be established at any level. 
Obviously with sentences like (50)，the c-command relationship between PRO and 
oneself is established at D-structure, i.e., prior to S-stmcture NP raising. This 






a necessary requirement of the establishment of a binding relationship. Let us have a 
-
look at the definition of the binding and c-command relationship. 
i 
• (5 5) A is X-bound by B if and only if A and B are coindexed, B c-commands 
A, and B is in an X-position. 
(56) A c-commands B if and only if the first branching node dominating A 
dominates B, and A does not dominate B，nor B dominates A. 
The biggest problem with this account, we argue, stems from the fact that within the 
GB framework (Chomsky 1981)，the Binding theory actually applies at S-structure， 
therefore an anaphoric expression should be c-commanded by its antecedent within the 
governing category at S-structure. It might be plausible that c-command relationship 
alone can be established at either D-stmcture or S-structure or LF, as assumed by 
Stroik, but since it is required by the Binding theory, which applies at S-structure, it 
can only be realized at S-structure. This, we believe, would thus invalidate Stroik，s 
(1992，1995) argument. If we follow the latest Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1992) 
where the D-stmcture is eliminated, and moreover, Binding theory is assumed to be an 
LF condition, Stroik，s idea cannot stand either. 
Apart form sentences in (50), Stroik (1995) also uses sentences (57)-(58) to 
argue for his position. The contrast between the two shows that middle construction 
permits the EC agent (EC = semantically implicit argument or PRO) to control the 
PRO subject in gerundive adjuncts, as in (57), but not the PRO in infinitival adjunct, as 
in (58). 
(57) Most physics books read poorly EC even after PRO reading them 
several times. 
(58) * Most physics books read poorly EC PRO to make sense of them. 
r . .1. • 
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Stroik maintains that Zribi-Hertz's (1993) claim that the agent in middle 
construction is semantically present cannot explain why PRO in (57) can be controlled 
by the EC argument, but that in (58) cannot. On the other hand, he argues that his 
assumption that temporal and manner adverbs are VP adjuncts or VP-internal adjuncts 
whereas reason adverbs are TP adjuncts explains the contrast since only in (57) does 
EC c-commands PRO. The S-structure representation for (57) and (58) are shown in 
(59) and (60) respectively. 
(59) [ Most physics books [ w [vp [vp read poorly ] PROarb] [ even after 
PROk reading them several times.]]] 
(60) * [ Most physics books [TP [VP [VP read poorly ] PROarb] [ PROk to make 
sense of them.]]] 
There are two problems here with Stroik's argument. Firstly, the ruling-out of 
(58) is not caused by the failure of c-command relationship between PROarb and PROk， 
but by the incompatibility of the middle construction with an intentional clause, as 
argued in section 2. Secondly, the c-command relationship between PROarb and PROk 
in (57) does not hold as a matter of fact，contrary to Stroik's claim. 
Even if there does exist a c-command relationship between PROarb and PROk in 
(59)，his argument is not free from problems. Stroik (1995) assumes that the syntactic 
realization of PROarb is essential, as it functions to control PROk. However, if so，how 
does the PROarb per se get controlled? If we following Lebeaux's (1984) work, this 
problem can actually be dispensed with. As Lebeaux (1984) argues, an arbitrary PRO 
is always bound by an operator in A，position associated with the dominating S. In this 
sense, an arbitrary PRO is not distinct from lexically bound PRO, but simply a PRO 
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without local antecedent. Therefore，we believe that even without proposing the 
existence of PRCU in (59) to control PROk -- the supposedly external agent of the 
middle verb - the PROk in the gerundive adjunct will get an arbitrary interpretation 
anyway, bound by an operator in A, position; since it cannot find a local antecedent. 
Zribi-Hertz (1993) argues against Stroik's syntactic analysis for the implied 
agent by providing sentences in (61)，contrasting with Stroik's example in (50). Those 
in (61) do not contain any middle verb whose demoted external argument might license 
the anaphor, but still the sentence is interpretable. 
(61) a. Books about oneself are often worrisome. 
b. Letters to oneself should always be optimistic. 
Zribi-Hertz argues that contra Stroik's assumption, English reflexives must not always 
be syntactic, as they can be interpreted as "logophoric". A logophoric pronoun is “one 
that occurs in reported speech or thought to refer back to the minimal subject of 
consciousness, that is，the person whose speech or thoughts are being reported: (p. 
585). Were there a syntactic position for PRO - the external agent theta role, sentence 
(62)b would be acceptable, but this is not borne out. 
(62) a. This car shifts manually. 
b. * This car shifts with the right hand. 
But Stroik (1995) sticks to his original idea while accepting the proposal that 
reflexives can be logophoric as in (61). He points out that there is no independent 
argument to show that in (50)，oneselfbound logophorically rather than structurally. 
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In addition, concerning (62)b, he provides some counterexamples that make a syntactic 
agent theta role plausible. 
(63) a. That style of Braille reads much better with the right hand than with the 
left hand. 
b. Because of the location of the transmission and the steering wheel, this 
car shifts best with the right hand. 
We suggest that the sentences in (63) be taken as special cases, since their 
interpretation is highly contextually determined. Generally speaking, the middle 
construction, with its agent argument only semantically present, does not allow with-
phrase involving agency. A piece of evidence in support of the position taken here 
comes from some counterexamples noticed by Carrier and Randall (1992). Although 
these two authors successfully show that in certain cases middle sentences allow 
intentional clauses as in (64)，the situation happens to be highly contextual as well. 
(64) a. The forestry books read quickly to learn about fires, 
b. The dog kicks easily to satisfy one's sadist impulses. 
These counterexamples, however, will not invalidate the generalization that in the 
middle construction, normally the agent is not syntactically present，and that the middle 
sentences normally do not allow intentional clauses. 
To sum up, despite examples like (50) and (63)，the agent argument in the 
middle construction should be understood as semantically present only, in the sense 
that the verbs involved necessarily imply the relevant agents. In other words, the 
meaning of read or compose in (50) would not be complete if there is no reader or 
composer. Zribi-Hertz's proposal oflogophoric binding, on the other hand, can also be 
a problem, as we believe. It may work in certain cases (for this, see the relevant 
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examples cited in the paper), but^not in the middle construction. In uttering a sentence 
like Books about oneself read poorly, the topic of the speech or the conversation is 
more likely about books, rather than people in general. 
Then how to account for the anaphoric expression in (50) and (61)? How does 
it get syntactically bound? Here we follow Ackema and Schoorlemmer's (1995) work. 
Their main argument is based on Reinhart and Reuland (1993) and Pollard and Sag 
(1992)，who argue that Condition A of the Binding Theory applies only to those 
anaphors which are the arguments of the predicates. The anaphoric expressions in 
Stroik's discussion happen to be inside NPs, in other words, are not the arguments of 
the relevant predicates, and therefore can stand alone without being syntactically 
bound. 
2.4. The scope of the middle construction 
In the earlier studies of the middle construction, the term refers to those two-
place predicates with only their internal theme argument realized as the subject and the 
external agent argument suppressed. The sentences are therefore active in form but 
passive in meaning. Later on, more and more work started to approach the issue from 
a semantic perspective, on the basis of the fact the construction is non-eventive. 
Therefore the following sentences are also classified as middle constructions, although 
it is not always the internal argument of the verb that gets realized as the subject. 
(65) The glass breaks easily. 
(66) a. Happy children learn well. 








(67) a. The knife cuts well. 
！ 
b. This trucks loads easily. 
c. Children scare easily. 
Sentence (65) is often considered as a canonical middle construction , which shows 
i that ergative verbs form middle easily (Hale & Keyser 1987). If we recall the features 
I 
i of the middle reviewed above, we can see a prominent feature is the existence of an 
implied agent. However, verbs like break do not necessarily assign an external 
argument in addition to the internal argument. In other words, the breaking of a glass 
may be caused by human being，and also may be caused by some natural force, say a 
gust of wind. Therefore the question as to whether (65) is a middle sentence or not 
depends on the interpretation of the modifier easily. As pointed out by Fellbaum 
(1985), easily can have two meanings, one meaning at the slightest provocation, i.e., 
the ergative easily and the other meaning with little difficulty, i.e., the middle easily. 
Only when the second interpretation is involved can we regard the sentence as a 
middle. The difference in the interpretation of easily is evidence by the syntactic 
positions occupied by the two. Whereas the ergative easily can occur preverbally, the 
middle easily can only appear in the postverbal position. Consider the contrast between 
the following sentences. 
(65) a. The glass easily breaks. (ergative easily) 
b. The glass break easily. (middle easily) 
With regard to sentences in (66)，it is not difficult to find that it is purely on the 
basis of semantic consideration hat Massam concludes that they be classified as the 
middle construction, for she defines the middle as "a sentence which contains a certain 
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modality, which lends a generic meaning to the sentence" (p. 121). The modality 
means "a null inflectional element in INFL which is in essence equivalent to the modal 
can” (p. 122). Her proposal that there is a certain modality in the middle construction is 
of course plausible, as is clear from the paraphrase relationship between (68)a and 
(68)b. 
(68) a. The bread cuts easily. 
b. The bread can be easily cut. 
Sentence (66)a obviously meets her definition of the middle construction. However, 
her definition obscures the syntactic peculiarity of the construction, as it can be 
stretched to extreme, rendering a middle construal to "can". If (66)a should be treated 
as the middle, I cannot see anything that would arouse so much interest in syntactic 
study. On the other hand, sentence (66)b, although with its theme argument being the 
subject, cannot be the middle either, if we recall that the middle construction always 
implies an agent. Happen is an unaccusative verb with only an internal argument to 
assign, which will be realized as the subject anyway. Although the sentence is 
semantically similar to the middle, as it is also predicating a property of accidents, it 
has great difference from the latter in term of the mechanism, as the middle is derived, 
following Fagan (1988), from the saturation of the external argument in the lexicon. 
The interpretation of easily in (66)b -- at the slightest provocation also makes it clear 
that the sentence cannot be the middle, as the middle easily is interpreted as with little 
difficulty. In other words, the easily in (66)b is the same as in like (65) when it has an 
inchoative construal. 
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literature, known as the instrumental middle. As noted by Hoestra and Roberts (1993), 
we can also have location middle and experiencer middle, reflected in (67)b and (67)c 
respectively. More than this, in Dutch data, there also exist the so-called impersonal 
middle and adjunct middle (Ackema and Schoorlemmer 1993, Hoestra and Roberts 
1993). Consider the following sentences. 
(69) a. Het zit lekker op deze stoel. 
it sit comfortably on the chair 
'It is comfortable to sit on the chair.' 
b. Het breit lekker met deze naalden. 
it knits easily with these knitting-needles 
(70) a. Deze stoel zit lekker. 
this chair sit comfortably 
‘This chair is comfortable to sit on.， 
b. Deze naalden breien lekker. 
these knitting-needles knit easily 
The sentences in (69) are the so-called impersonal middle, as the syntactic subject is 
the impersonal pronoun. In (70)，"the chair" and "the knitting-needles" are the 
canonical adjunct, as in "on the chair" and "with the knitting-needles", and that is why 
they are called the adjunct middle (we use the term "the instrumental middle" to 
describe a sentence like (70)b in English, as in English there seems to be no other cases 
of adjunct middle). There seemingly divergent representations of the middle 
construction actually share all the determining properties of the construction reviewed 
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in section 1，i.e.，they are non-eventive, generic，they require an appropriate modifier, 
and they involve an implied agent. Up to now, we can come up with the following 
conclusion. The present concept of the middle construction differs form the original 
one, which refers only to those sentences where the internal theme argument of the 
predicate is realized as the subject and where the external agent argument gets 
suppressed. The concept of the middle construction taken here allows a much wider 
choice of arguments other than the theme to be realized as the subject. It is important 
to bear in mind that such being the case, the most prominent feature of the 
construction remains the same, i.e.，the implied agent role. In other words, the middle 
construction always implies the involvement of an agent. 
2.5. Summary. 
In this chapter, the issue of the English middle is addressed. Like most other 
studies, we also deal with the frequently-discussed properties of the construction，but 
we try to clarify some issues that have been taken granted and thus quite confusing. In 
addition, an account is provided for the syntactic behavior of the middle construction 
based on its semantics. As the middle is stative in the sense it is predicating a property 
possessed by the syntactic subject with regard to the carrying out of the action, the 
features of the construction follow naturally. A review and comparison of the three 
versions of the mechanism of the construction how the agent argument gets 
suppressed -- shows that Pagan's (1988) account is free from the problems facing the 
other two accounts represented by Roberts (1986) and Rosen (1990) respectively. 
Following this，the semantic existence of the implied agent is preferred to its syntactic 
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existence proposed by Stroik (1992，1995). Finally, the chapter shows that the scope 
of the middle construction has widened. Apart from the “traditional，，middle whose 
subject is realized by the theme, we now also have instrumental middle, location 
middle, adjunct middle, and impersonal middle, with the subjects realized by the 
instrument, location, adjunct and impersonal pronoun respectively. These different 
representations of the middle construction are united by the involvement of an implied 
agent in the interpretation of the construction. 
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Chapter 3: The Chinese Middle 
3.0. Introduction 
Whereas the middle construction in general is a topic frequently discussed in the 
literature, using English and some other European languages such as French, Italian, and 
German, etc., as object languages, there are very few studies concerning the Chinese 
middle. In this chapter, two studies will be reviewed which have totally different analyses as 
to what sort of construction should be considered as middle in Chinese. We agree with on 
existing analysis, i.e.，the Chinese middle construction is marked by the verbal affix qilai, 
because it observes all the properties required by the construction. Another potential middle 
construction is marked by the verbal affix de, as noted by some. This will be ruled out on 
the basis of its aspectuality and distribution. Finally we will demonstrate that it does not 
thus follow that the qilai serves as a middle marker. Rather, the function of qilai in the 
middle construction is subsumed under a more general use of qilai - evaluational qilai, i.e., 
qilai that introduces an evaluation or comment on the subject or the carrying out of the 
action predicated. 
3.1. Previous work on the Chinese middle 
3.1.1. Cheng's (1989) work 
Cheng (1989) proposes that sentences with rongyi (easy) and nan (difficult) as the 
following are the Chinese middle where the verbs are in their intransitive forms and where 
some modifier is needed. 
(1) YifU hen rongyi/nan xi. 
clothes very easy/difficult wash 
The clothes wash easily/with difficulty.' 
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(2) Zhei-tiao mianbao hen rongyi/nan qie. 
this-CL bread very easy/difficult cut 
This loaf of bread cuts easily.' 
However, as Gu (1990) suggests, the sentences in question are not the middle, but 
the tough construction, the syntactic representation shown in (3). Song (1994) also makes 
it clear that (l)-(2) are actually the Chinese equivalents of the English tough construction in 
(4).i 
(3) [p NP hen rongyi [正 PRO V e ]] 
(4) a. The clothes are easy/difficult to wash. 
b. This loaf of bread is easy/difficult to wash. 
The English tough construction allows only a few adjectives, like easy, difficult, tough, etc. 
Chinese behaves similarly, as shown by the ungrammaticality of(5)-(6). 
(5) * Zhei-liang die hen pingwen kai 
this-CL car very smooth drive 
'This car drives smoothly.， 
(6) * Ganlanqiu hen ciji da. 
rugby very excitingplay 
'(Lit.) Rugby plays excitingly.' 
From the review on English middle discussed in the previous chapter, we can see that the 
middle allows a much wider choice of modifier than easy or difficult only. Therefore, it 
seems unlikely that constructions involving rongyi (easy) and nan (difficult) as represented 
in (l)-(2) can be the Chinese equivalents of the English middle construction. 
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I 3.1.2. Song's (1994) work » 
Song (1994) argues that Chinese middle is characteristic of the verbal affix qilai. 
j (7) Zhei-gegushi jiang-qilai bu rongyi. 
•j 
！ 
this-CL story talk-qilai no easy 
'(Lit.) This story won't tell easily； 
(8) Zhei ping jiu he-qilai xiang baikaishui. 
I this bottle wine diink-qilai like water 
This bottle of wine drinks like water.' 
(9) Zhei-ben shu mai-qilai hen kuai. 
this-CL book sell-qilai very quick 
I 
This book sells quickly.' 
This idea is based on crosslinguistic studies of middle construction where it is found 
(Cinque 1988，Keyser and Roeper 1984，Manzini 1986，Rosen 1990, WehrH 1986，etc.) 
that in some European languages, the middle is always marked by a middle marker - the 
Italian si, the French se’ and the German sich, as in the following sentences. 
(10) Questo legno si taglia bene. 
This wood cut easily.' 
(11) Cet appareil se maine difi&cilement. j • 
This alliance handles with difficulty.' 
i , 
I 
(12) Das Buch liest sich leicht. 
This book reads easily.' 
A review of the literature of the functions of qilai shows that its use in (7)-(9) is really a 
special one that cannot be explained by those discussed in the previous studies. 
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3.2. Functions of qilai - a review of literature 
3.2.1. Lu's (1957) identification of two uses of qilai 
a) Qilai expresses an upward meaning either literally or metaphorically. 
13) fei qi yi ge bai he lai 
fly qi one CL white crane lai 
_A white crane flew up.' 
(14) ci ke cai xiang-qilai 
this moment just think-qilai 
•It didn't occur (to sb.) until that moment.' 
b) Qilai, when Mowing a verb, expresses the start (and the continuation) of an action. 
(15) chongxin you ku-qilai 
anew again cry-qilai 
'start to cry again' 
(16) jianjiande huaihua huang-qilai le 
by and by scholartree blossom yellow-qilai ASP 
'By and by the blossoms of scholartree started to turn yellow.' 
Let us digress a little bit to explain the sequencing of "V-qilai-Complement". Qilai 
is known as a discontinuous morpheme. When the verb is intransitive, qilai would follow 
the verb, as in (15)-(16); on the other hand, when a transitive verb and its direct object are 
involved, qi and lai get split and as such the direct object can only appear between the two, 





b. * chang-ge-qilai 
* chang-qilai-ge 
Furthermore, as noted in Song (1994), when the direct object is long (the minimum 
being two syllables), the morpheme lai becomes optional. 
(18) chang-qi-ge-*(lai) 
sing-qi-song-*(lai) 
(19) chang-qi-zhongguo mmge-(lai) 
sing-qi-Chinese folk song-(lai) 
3.2.2. Qiao's (1968) classification of two functions of qilai 
(a) qilai as a directional complement 
(20) ling qilai 
lift up 
(21) kun qilai 
tie up (in a bundle) 
b) qilai as an aspect suffix, meaning "start to" 
(22) Tamen wan zhe huran ku-qilai le. 
they play ASP suddenly cry-qilai ASP 
'They were playing and playing and suddenly started to cry.' 
(23) Zhei haizi jianjian dongshi-qilai le. 
this child gradually understand things-qilai ASP 
•This child gradually begins to understand things.' 
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3.2.3. Song's (1994) recognition of one more function of qilai 
a) Qilai serves as a directional adverb. 
(24) zhan qilai 
stand up 
b) Qilai gives the verb that it attaches an inchoative reading. 
(25) pai qi shou lai 
clap qi hand lai 
'start to applaud' 
c) Qilai serves as a subordinator with an interpretation similar to 'when' or 'whenever'. ^ 
(26) Lisi shuo-qi-yingwen-lai dajia dou touteng. 
Lisi speak-qi-English-lai everyone all headache 
•When Lisi speaks English, everyone gets a headache.' 
By now it becomes clear that the function oi qilai in (7)-(9), repeated here as (27)-
(29)，differs from the ones noted in previous studies. 
(27) Zhei-gegushi jiang-qilai bu rongyi. 
this-CL story tell-qilai not easy 
'This story doesn't tell easily.' 
(28) Zhei ping jiu he-qilai xiang baikaishui. 
this bottle wine drink-qilai like water 
‘This bottle drinks like water.， 
(29) Zhei-ben shu mai-qilai hen kuai. 
this-CL book sell-qilai very fast 
'This book sells quickly.' 
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Semantically, the qilai here does not express any upward or inchoative meaning, nor does it 
have an interpretation similar to 'when' or 'whenever'. Syntactically，it also behaves 
differently from the other uses of qilai. Whereas in the upward or inchoative uses of qilai, 
the aspectual marker le is allowed, this is never the case with the qilai considered here. The 
contrast below illustrates the point. 
(30) a. Ta zhan le qilai. 
he stand ASP up 
'He stood up.' 
b. Tame turan pao-qilai le. 
they suddenly run-qilai ASP 
'All of a sudden they started to run.， 
(31) a. * Zhei-gegushi jiang4e-qilai bu rongyi. 
this-CL story tell-ASP-qilai not easy 
b. * Zhei-gegushi jiang-qilai-le bu rongyi. 
this-CL story tell-qilai-ASP not easy 
Instead the qilai in (27)-(29) makes the sentences very much like the English 
middle. 
(32) The floor waxes with difficulty. 
(33) The tent puts up in two minutes. 
The subjects-zhei-ge gushi (this story), zhei-pingjiu (this bottle of wine), and zhei-ben 
shu (this book) are apparently the respective internal arguments of the verbs- j iang (tell)， 
he (drink), and mai (sell). The external arguments of these verbs，i.e. the person who tells 




resultant sentences thus depict a kind of property of the relevant subjects. It is on this 
consideration and comparison that Song (1994) proposed a fourth function of qilai as a 
middle marker, which absorbs the external argument of the verb. We agree with Song 
(1994) that the sentences in (27)-(29) and the like are the Chinese middle, but question the 
proposal that qilai here serves as the middle marker. Before providing our analysis of the 
function of this qilai in section 3.5, we now turn to the properties of the sentences in (27)-
(29) and the like, which support the middle treatment of them. 
3.3. General properties of the Chinese middle marked by qilai 
3 3 1. The Chinese middle is non-eventive, and therefore syntactically cannot appear in the 
progressive form. 
(34) a. Zhei-zhi bi xie-qilai hen shunshou. 
this-CL pen write-qilai very smooth 
This pen writes smoothly.' 
b. * Zhei-zhi bi zheng xie-qilai hen shunshou. 
this-CL pen just write-qilai very smooth 
This pen is writing smoothly now.' 
It is clear from the discussion of the features of English middle in Chapter 2 that this sort of 
sentences, in actuality, expresses a kind of state, or to be more accurate, a kind of property 
of the relevant subject supposedly held true irrespective of time. Therefore it normally does 
not allow a specific time expression. The discussion in Chapter 2 shows that the English 
middle sentences may sometimes occur in the progressive, on the other hand, this is not 
possible for Chinese. 
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3.3.2. The Chinese middle construction has a generic reading in the sense that it allows a 
generic interpretation of the external argument, shown by (35)a. Like the English middle, 
the generic reading of the sentence also comes from the generic interpretation of the 
proposition, shown in (35)b, which is used interchangeably with the non-eventuality of the 
construction, and the generic interpretation of the syntactic subject, shown in (35)c. 
(35) a. Dui renheren laishuo, zhe-zhi bi xie-qilai 
for anybody particle, this-CL pen wiite-qilai 
hen shunshou 
very smooth 
'For anybody, this pen writes smoothly.' 
b. Tongchang zhe-zhi bi xie-qilai hen shunshou. 
usually this-CL pen write-qilai very smooth 
'Usually this pen writes smoothly.， 
c. Qianbi xie-qilai hen shunshou. 
pencil write-qilai very smooth 
'Pencil writes smoothly.， 
The question still remains concerning whether there is any difference between "stative" and 
"generic (proposition)". For the limited scope of the thesis, we will not try to deal with this. 
3.3.3. A complex stative structure is always needed for the well-formedness of the 
construction. Consider the ungrammatical (36). 
(36) a. * Zhei-zhi bi xie-qilai. 
'This pen writes.' 
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b, Zhei-zhi bi xie-qilai'hen shunshou. 
This pen writes smoothly.' 
We name the post-qiZai complement the "complex stative structure" (Li and Thompson 
1981) rather than "modifier" -- the term used for the English data - for the very fact that 
the term "modifier" can be misleading, since the posUqilai element can be a predicate, 
rather than just an adverbial, as reflected in (37). We believe that the modifier in the English 
middle and the complex stative structure in the Chinese middle are needed because they are 
actually part of the predicate, specifying how the action is usually carried out. 
(37) a. Zhei-ping jiu he-qilai xiang baikaishui. 
this-CL wine drink-qilai like water 
‘This bottle of wine drinks like water.' 
b. Zhei-zhong jiu he-qilai rang ren shoubuliao. 
this-kind wine drink-qilai make person unbearable 
'(Lit.) Drinking his kind of wine makes one unbearable.' meaning 'The 
wine is too strong.' 
3.3.4. The Chinese middle construction has an implied agent. 
(38) a. Youguan ziji de shu nian-qilai hen bieniu. 
about oneself DE book read-qilai veiy awkward 
丨 Books about oneself read poorly.' 
b. Piping ziji de baogao xie-qilai bu rongyi. 
criticise oneself DE report write-qilai not easy 
,A report criticising oneself does not write easily.' 
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The transitive counterparts of the verbs under discussion are activity verbs. As 
activity verbs uniquely take an agent argument, this makes the existence of an implied agent 
plausible. Sentences in (38) make this issue more clear. Like the case in English required by 
the Binding Condition A (Chomsky 1981), for ziji to be licensed, an antecedent is needed, 
which is supposed to be the external argument of the verb，i.e., the one who reads the book. 
However the existence of such an implied agent should not be exaggerated, which is made 
clear by the very fact that the agent cannot get syntactically realised. We can infer its 
existence simply because the meaning of nicm (read) and xie (write) necessarily involves an 
agent, i.e. someone who does the reading and someone who does the writing. The agent is 
therefore semantically present, but not syntactically realised. 
3.3.5. The Chinese middle does not allow any agent-oriented adverbial expressions, as 
reflected in the following sentences. 
(39) Zhei-ben shu nian-qilai hen gaiiren/*gandong. 
this-CL book read-qilai veiy moving/moved. 
'(Lit) The book reads moving/*moved.' 
Whereas gcmren (moving) is theme-oriented expressions, gandong (moved) turns 
out to be agent- or at least experiencer-oriented, consider (40). Both of them are psych-
verbs. The difference lies in that the former is a generic causative psych-verb � a n d it 
encodes a generic causee, whereas the latter is a resultative causative psych-verb which is 
not generic. Since the sentences under discussion, i.e. the middle construction, are highly 
generic, it is therefore expected that ganren (moving) can be used in the middle 
construction. 
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(40) a. Zhei-gegushi hen ganren. 
this-CL story very moving 
This story is very moving." 
b. Zhei-gegushi ling ta hen gandong. 
this-CL story make him very moved 
This story moves him greatly., 
3.3.6. Not all verbs can undergo middle formation, although the limitation is not that strict 
as their English counterpart, as some of the unacceptable English middle sentences turn out 
to be well-formed in Chinese, noted by Song (1994). 
(41) a. * The answer knows easily. 
b. * Da'an zhidao-qilai hen rongyi. 
answer know-qilai very easy 
(42) a. * French leams easily. 
b. Fayu xue-qilai hen rongyi. 
French leam-qilai very easy 
(43) a. * The story tells easily. 
b. Zhei-gegushi jiang-qilai hen rongyi. 
this-CL story tell-qilai very easy 
Song (1994) provides a plausible explanation for this crosslinguistic contrast based 
on the concept of the Affectedness Constraint ^ (Jaeggli 1985) stated in (44). 
(44) If a complement of X is unaffected, it is impossible to eliminate the external 
theta role of X. 
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This is usually accepted as a principle that determines what kind of verbs can undergo 
middle formation, despite the weakness that it fails to explain how certain verbs like read 
can be understood as affecting their complements. One would expect that different 
languages would behave similarly in this respect. But why is it Chinese and English behave 
so differently，as the examples (41)-(43) show? Song (1994) accounts for this by claiming 
that different languages have different concept of affectedness. According to Song, Chinese 
would consider a language or a story as something similar to a concrete object that can be 
affected abstractly. This can be captured by the BA construction, which exhibits the 
affectedness effect. 
(45) Lisi ba fawen xue-de hen chedi. 
Lisi BA French leam-DE very thorough 
lisi learns French thoroughly.' 
(46) * Lisi ba da'an zhidao-de yiqingerchu. 
Lisi BA answer know-DE very clear 
•Lisi knew the answer very clearly.， 
In (45)，we can use fawen (French) in the BA-constmction, which shows that it is 
something that can somehow be affected. On the other hand, in (46), da'an (answer) 
cannot appear in the BA-construction, thus the contrast between (41) on the one hand, and 
(42)-(43) on the other. 
Song's (1994) account has its merits as it manages to use one principle -- the 
Affectedness Constraint - to explain the behaviour of two different languages in term of 
the formation of the middle construction. Here we would like to take a different 
perspective, not interUnguistic (crossUnguistic) but intralinguistic. In Chinese there is a set 
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of verbs incompatible with qilai, whether it is used in the upward or inchoative sense or a 
middle marker. 
(47) a. * Da，an zhidao-qilai hen rongyi. 
* ‘ The answer knows easily., 
b. * Ta zhidao-qi-da'an-lai le. 
he know-qi-answer-lai ASP 
'He started to know the answer.' 
We suggest that the issue considered here has something to do with the basic meaning of 
qilai’ which expresses an upward or an inchoative meaning. It therefore always requires 
activity verbs, but never stative verbs like zhidao (know), yongyou (possess), haipa (fear). 
Note that our account also explains another difference between Chinese and English in 
terms of the constraints on the middle formation. It is well known (Carrier and Randall 
1992) that English allows resultative verbs to form the middle construction, reflected in 
(48); but in Chinese this is not available, as seen in (49). 
(48) a. New seedlings water flat easily, 
b. The socks won't scrub clean. 
(49) a. * Xiaoshuzhi zhe-duan-qilai hen rongyi. 
twig bend-break-qilai very easy 
Twigs breaks easily.， 
b. * Ta zhe-duan-qi-xiaoshuzhi-lai le. 
he bend-break-qi-twig-lai ASP 
'He started to break the twig.' 
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It seem that nothing prevents Chinese resultative verbs from undergoing middle 
formation, as evidenced by the fact that they can appear in the tough construction. The 
middle construction is believed to hold a paraphrasal relationship with the tough 
construction (Jones 1983)，see the following examples in both English and Chinese. 
(50) a. The envelope tears apart easily. 
b. The envelope is easy to tear apart. 
(51) a. * XiaoshuzM zhe-duan-qilai hen rongyi. 
twig bend-break-qilai very easy 
'Twigs break easily.' 
b. Xiaoshuzhi hen rongyi zhe-duan. 
twig very easy bend-break 
Twigs are easy to break.' 
Obviously Song's (1994) Aflfectedness Constraint is not able to account for these 
data, as in (49) the xiaoshuzhi "twig" and xinfeng “envelope，，are being affected. Therefor 
he resorts to a Condition on the Well-formedness of Compound Verbs stated in (52). 
(52) A compound verb cannot obtain more than two elements. 
We believe that it will be preferable if we can account for the data in (49) without 
stipulating an independent condition like (52). This can be achieved if we again take into 
consideration the basic meaning of qilai. As we argued above, qilai always require activity 
verbs, and therefore is incompatible with resultative verbs which necessarily encodes 
accomplishment and achievement situations (Smith 1993). Our account, based on the 
\ 
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semantic meaning of qilai, manages to account for the two constraints on the Chinese 
middle formation at the same time. 
To sum up, we agree with Song (1994) that the Chinese middle construction is 
characteristic of the verbal affix qilai, as it observes all the properties required by the 
construction. However, in Chinese there seems to exist another possible middle 
construction, marked by de, as noted by T. Lee (p.c.). 
(53) a. Zhei-ben shu mai-de hen kuai. 
this-CL book sell-DEvery fast 
This book sells quickly.' 
b. Zhei-zhi bi xie-de hen shunshou. 
this-CL pen write-DE very smooth 
This pen writes smoothly.丨 
How to explain this co-incidence as apparently both qilai and de can appear in the 
putative middle? If we want to stick to the idea that there is a construction called middle in 
Chinese on the basis of crosslinguistic consideration, it is necessary to clarify the 
relationship between the two and to determine which construction - the one marked by 
qilai or the one marked by de - behaves more like the middle construction. 
3.4. The relationship between qilai and de 
It seems that both qilai construction and de construction allow the internal 
argument of the verb to be realised as the subject without the syntactic realisation of the 
external argument. Then what about their semantic properties, especially with regard to the 
aspectuality of the constructions. Are they eventive or stative? Following the discussion of 
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the semantics of the English middle construction, we should bear in mind that the middle 
construction is, in essence，stative and non-eventive. 
3.4.1. Hideki's (1994) work on the function of de 
As summarised in Hideki (1994)，{VO) V-de-C expresses either the result or extent 
of an action (i.e. a temporal attribute) or the inherent property of the subject. Therefore 
sentences like (54) can have two readings. 
(54) Ta shui-de wan. 
he sleep-DE late 
He stays up late.' or 
He stayed up late.' 
Hideki (1994) concludes that the simpler the Complement, the greater the possibility that 
the sentence expresses a general property, whereas the higher the descriptiveness, the more 
likely the sentence is expressing a temporal attribute, as in (55). 
(55) a. Ta shuo fayu shuo-de hen hao. 
he speak French speak-DE very good 
•He speaks French very well.' 
b. Ta zou-lu zou-de man- shen-da- han. 
he walk-road walk-DE M-body-big-sweat 
He walked until he was all wet., 
Hideki's (1994) argument is based on Zhu's (1957) work on Chinese adjectives. In 
that work, Zhu makes it clear that it is necessary to distinguish two types of adjectives, as 
they behave differently when they serve as either nominal modifiers，verbal modifiers, 
predicates, or complements. One type refers to the basic form of adjectives，including 
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monosyllabic adjectives like da “big，，，hong “red，，，as well as disyllabic adjectives like 
gcmjing "clean", dafcmg “unaffected，，. The other type refers to the so-called complex form, 
including a) reduplicated form, like xiaoxiaor “small，，，laolaoshishi "honest", guliguguai 
"strange"; b) miscellaneous reduplicated form (Li and Thompson 1981)，like yuanliuliu 
"very round", xiangpengpeng "savoury", which do not exist without the reduplication: 
*yuanliu, Hiangpeng, c) adjectives like hinglicmg "ice cool，，, tonghong "thoroughly red”， 
with the first syllable functioning more or less like a prefix; and d) adjectival phrases, like 
hen-da "very big，，，name-chang “that long，，. Semantically speaking, the former type 
expresses a kind of inherent attribute，whereas the latter type expresses the speaker's 
evaluation of the attribute. In other words, the former is "qualitative" and the latter is 
"descriptive" (Zhu 1957，p.90). That is why in a sentence with an adjective in its simple 
form, what is expressed is its inherent quality, and thus more often we get a non-eventive 
reading. On the other hand, in a sentence with an adjective in its complex form, what we 
get is a description and therefore an eventive reading is possible. 
We believe what is concluded by Hideki (1994) is only a general principle，as (54) 
and (55)a turn out to be arguing against his conclusion. Concerning the contrast between 
(55)a and (55)b, it seems that the post-c/e complement also plays a role, i.e., whether it is a 
resultative or a descriptive complement. The difference is reflected in the following pair of 
sentences. 
(56) a. Ta pao-de hen lei. 
he run-DEvery tired 
‘He ran till he got very tired.' 
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b. Ta pao-de hen kuai. 
he run-DEvery fast 
'He runs very fast，，or 'He ran very fast.' 
When we have a resultative complement construction as in (56)a, only the eventive reading 
is available. Sentence (56)a obviously cannot mean that "every time he runs, he runs till he 
gets very tired". On the other hand, for a descriptive complement construction as in (56)b, 
both readings are available. 
What Hideki (1994) considers are sentences with agent subjects. Extending this to 
what we are working on here, we can see that his analysis also applies. 
(57) Zhei-zhi bi xie-de hen shunshou. 
this-CL pen write-DE very smooth 
This pen writes smoothly； or This pen wrote smoothly； 
Again we can get two readings of the sentence. Either the speaker is commenting on an 
inherent property of the pen, which does not refer to any specific time point, or giving a 
remark on how the pen writes at a certain point of time. 
The analysis so far makes it clear that V^de+C can be used to predicate an inherent 
property of the subject (see also Huang 1988)，and this is exactly what we have for the 
middle construction. The fact that both qilai and de appear in the middle therefore follows. 
However there seem to be more differences than similarities between the two constructions, 
which is the major topic in Tsai's (1993) work. According to her，V-de and V-qilai have 




3.4.2. Tsai's (1993) account for the differences between qilai and ck 
1. V-qilai can accept modal verb hui, which indicates future possibility � a n d cannot be 
negated by meiyoua negation of past events; whereas V-de can be negated by meiyou, 
but cannot accept modal verb hui. Note that this behaviour is actually expected as the de 
construction can be eventive, i.e., refer to a specific point of time in the past. 
(58) a. Zhei-ben shu nian-qilai hui hen rongyi. 
this-CL book read-qilai hui very easy 
This book will read easily.' 
b. Zhei-ben shu mai-qilai/* de hui hen kuai. 
this-CL book sell-qilai/ de hui very fast 
This book will sell quickly.' 
(59) a. * Zhei-ben shu meiyou nian-qilai hen rongyi. 
this-CL book didn't read-qilai very easy 
This book didn't read easily.' 
b. Zhei-ben shu meiyou mai-*qilai/de hen kuai. 
this-CL book didn't sell-qilai/de very fast 
This book didn't sell quickly.' 
2. V-qilai accepts generic agents，and specific agents as well，whereas V-de accepts specific 
agents only. 
a. Zhei-ben shu shei nian-qilai dou hen rongyi. 
this-CL book who read-qilai all very easy 
'It is easy for anyone to read the book.' 
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b. Zhei-ben shu shei mai-qilai/*de dou hen kuai. 
this-CL book who seU-qilai/ de all very fast 
•Whoever sells the book, can sell it quickly.' 
(61) Zhei-ben shu Laowang mai-qilai/de hen kuai. 
this-CL book Laowang sell-qilai/de very fast 
•Laowang sells the book quickly.' 
Following this analysis, Tsai (1993) comes to the conclusion that the action 
predicated by V-qilai has not yet been completed, whereas that predicated by V-de is 
completed. 
3.4.3. Problems with Tsai's account 
This conclusion drawn by Tsai (1993) is actually not that accurate. Firstly, as can be 
seen from (62), V-de can also accept hui，just like V-qilai. As a matter of fact，the ill-
formed (58)b in Tsai's analysis is quite acceptable to the native speakers I have interviewed. 
(62) Zhei-ben shu hui mai-de hen kuai. 
this-CL book HUI sell-DEveiy fast 
This book will sell quickly.' 
(58) b. Zhei-ben shu mai-de hui hen kuai. 
this-CL book sell-DEHUI very fast. 
'This book will sell quickly.' 
Therefore，hui can either precede Vi or V2，as reflected in (62) and (58)b respectively, 
resulting in scopal differences. This contrast is illustrated by the following pairs of questions 
and answers. 
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(63) a. Zhei-ben shu� hui mai-de hen kuai ma? 
this-CL book HUI seU-DEvery fast question word 
"Will this book sell quickly?’ 
b. Bu, dan hui chuan-de hen kuai. 
no， but HUI spread-DE very fast 
‘No，but it will spread quickly., 
(64) a. Zhei-ben shu mai-de hui hen kuai ma? 
this-CL book sell-DEHUI very fast question word 
'Will this book sell quickly? 
b. Bu, zhi hui hen man. 
no, only HUI very slow 
'No, it will only sell slowly.' 
Secondly, contra Tsai (1993)，it is quite acceptable for N-de construction to allow 
specific agent, as the native speakers I have interviewed find the in (60)b acceptable. 
Or if we move dou in front ofmai, the sentence turns out to be perfect, as in (65). 
(65) Zhei-ben shu shei dou mai-de hen kuai. 
this-CL book who all sell-DEvery fast 
'Whoever sold the book, sold it quickly.' 
What matters here, we believe, has nothing to do with the completion of the action, 
but a property that is inherent or temporal. As seen in (57), we can have V-de expressing a 
property held to be true irrespective of time (the first reading) or a comment on how the 
action is carried out at a certain point of time (the second reading). It is therefore more 
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-accurate to say that for V-de expression, we can refer to either an innate property or a 
temporal property of the subject. In other words, it can have a stative reading as well as an 
eventive reading. In this sense, it seems that sentences marked with qilai behave more like 
middle than those marked with de, since middle construction is one predicating a general 
property of the subject irrespective of time, and one with a non-eventive reading. 
3.4.4. The limited distribution ofY-de construction 
In addition to the difference just discussed, as we now turn to, the distribution of 
middle construction marked with de is much more limited than that marked with qilai. • 
(67) a. Zhei-ping jiu he-qilai xiang baikaishui. 
this-bottle wine drink-qilai like water 
‘This bottle of wine drinks like water.， 
b. * Zhei-ping jiu he-de xiang baikaishui. 
this-bottle wine drink-DE like water 
(68) a. Zhei-ben shu nian-qilai hen rongyi. 
this-CL book read-qilai very easy 
This book reads easily.， 
b. * Zhei-ben shu nian-de hen rongyi. 
this-CL book read-DE very easy 
Whereas (67)a and (68)a, marked by qilai, turn out to be totally acceptable 
sentences, replacing qilai with de results in ungrammatical (67)b and (68)b. If we recognise 
Y-de construction as the Chinese middle, we would leave sentences like (67)a and (68)a 
unexplained. It can therefore be concluded from the above discussion that sentences with 
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qilai behave more like the Chinese middle than those with de. Although in some cases the 
two can be used interchangeably, the aspectual values of the two expressed are different, as 
Y-de construction can have an eventive reading. Here the present thesis leaves aside the 
possibility that the V-de construction, when used non-eventively, can be considered as the 
middle construction as well. 
3.4.5. Tentative account for the limited distribution of de 
The question as to why de cannot appear in sentences like (67)-(68) might get 
some explanation from Hideki's account for the high vs. low descriptiveness of the 
complement. If we make the complex predicate more descriptive, we can have some more 
acceptable sentences. 
(69) a. * Zhei-ben shu nian-de bu rongyi. 
this-CL book read-DE not easy 
This book does not read easily.' 
b. ？ Zhei-ben shu nian-de ke bu name rongyi. 
this-CL book read-DE but no that easy 
This book does not read that easily.丨 
As a matter of fact, (69)a does not seem to be totally unacceptable to me, if the 
intended meaning is that "the reading of the book is not easy"; although the native speakers 
that I interviewed prefer ruling out the sentence. This contrasts with (67)b，which is 
definitely ungrammatical. We argue that in the de construction, the complex stative 
construction specifies how the action predicated by the main verb is carried out. In other 




of the book is not easy". On the other hand, concerning (67)，it is very odd to say that "the 
drinking of the wine is like water", as it is the wine but not the drinking of it that is like 
water. The fact that (67)a with qilai is acceptable can be accounted for since the complex 
predicate structure in the qilai construction can either specify the carrying out of the action 
or the subject, as we will argue in Chapter 4. In (67)a, it is the subject that is predicated; in 
other words, in that sentence, what is expressed is exactly that "the wine is like water". This 
point will be further considered in Chapter 4，where the syntax of qilai is discussed. 
Following this line of reasoning, we would expect that in sentences where the complex 
predicate structure is specifying the carrying out of the action, qilai and de can be used 
interchangeably. As shown in the following examples, the expectation is borne out. 
(70) a. Zhei-liang die kai-qilai hen pingwen. 
this-CL car drive-qilai very smooth 
'This car drives smoothly.‘ 
b. Zhei-liang die kai-de hen pingwen. 
'This car drives smoothly' or 'This car drove smoothly.， 
(71) a. Zhei-jian shi ban-qilai haobufeijing. 
this-CL matter handle-qilai without great effort 
'The matter handles easily.’ 
b. Zhei-jian shi ban-de haobufeijing. 
'The matter was handled easily.' 
It is interesting to note here that in (71)b, only the eventive reading is possible. So it 
is clear that even if we disregard the sentences where the complex predicate structure is 
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specifying a property of the subject rather than the carrying out of the action, the qilai and 
de constructions still do not behave exactly the same. The V-qilai construction is definitely 
incompatible with an eventive reading, which is not the case for Y-de construction. 
Sentence (72) also makes it clear that Y-de construction allows an eventive reading 
more readily. Chinese bare NPs can be either generic or specific. However, in (72)，what 
we get is only the specific interpretation of the subject chucm "boat". It does not refer to 
boats in general In other words, the person who utters this sentence has in his mind a 
specific boat. And the sentence itself allows only an eventive reading. This contrasts with 
the Y-qilai construction in (73), where we can only get a generic interpretation of the 
subject as well as a generic reading of the proposition. 
(72) Chuan yao-de fei kuai. 
boat row-DE fly fast 
'The boat rowed very fast.， 
(73) Chuan yao-qiiai fei kuai. 
boat row-qilai fly fast 
'Boats row very fast.' 
One reason causing the limited distribution of the N-de construction is that the 
constructions only predicating the canymg out of the action This differs from Y-qilai 
construction, which can be predicating the subject as well. As we will argue in the next 
chapter, the middle Y-qilai predicates the carrying out of the action only. Such being the 
case, the N-de construction is still more limited than the Y-qilai construction, as shown in 
(69). Although making the post-论 complement more descriptive may save the sentence in 
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question, we believe that the N-qilai construction, rather than the W-de construction, is the 
Chinese middle, based on the aspectuality and distribution of the two constructions. 
3.4.6. Lexicalization of the implied agent in the V-qilai construction 
Some might argue against this idea that the sentences with qilai considered in this 
chapter are the Chinese middle sentences for the existence of sentences like (60)-(61), 
repeated here as (74)-(75). 
(74) a. Zhei-ben shu shei nian-qilai dou hen rongyi. 
this-CL book who read-qilai all very easy 
'It is easy for anyone to read this book.' 
b. Zhei-ben shu shei mai-qilai dou hen kuai. 
this-CL book who sell-qilai all very fast 
•Whoever sells this book can sell it quickly.' 
(75) Zhei-ben shu Laowang mai-qilai hen kuai. 
•Laowang sells this book quickly.' 
Their reason could be that the so-called Chinese middle sentences can have their external 
agent arguments lexicalized, which is never the case in English middle. Consider (76)-(77). 
(76) * The book reads easily by everyone. 
(77) * Government officials bribe easily by people. 
We believe that these sentences do not invalidate the existence of the Chinese 
middle. What we have in (74)-(75) are topicalized sentences with their agents realised as 
the subjects, rather than canonical middle sentences. In (75)，zhei ben shu (this book) is 
supposed to occupy the topic position, and Laowang the subject position. As a matter of 
fact, Chinese is a language characteristic of topicalization (Li and Thompson 1981). 
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However, some argue that the canonical Chinese middle sentences considered in the 
present study are also cases of topicalization with the subjects - i.e., the agents - dropped, 
as those in (78). 
(78) a. Zhei-ben shu, pro nian-qilai hen rongyi. 
this-CL book, pro read-qilai very easy 
b. Zhei-zhi bi， pro xie-qilai hen shunshou. 
this-CL pen, pro write-qilai very smooth 
A detailed study into the relationship between topic and subject is obviously beyond 
the scope of the present thesis. However, it is necessary to provide our argument for 
treating the sentences in (78) and the like as the middle rather than cases oftopicalization. 
In other words, we believe that the theme arguments of the sentences considered here are 
the syntactic subjects of the sentences with the agent implied，rather than topics with their 
agents omitted. According to Fan (1994)，theme-subject sentences which are different from 
topicalized sentences have several types. What are relevant to the discussion here include: 
1) The sentence has an implied generic agent, as in (79)a, 2) The sentence is not narrative, 
but descriptive or evaluational, as in (79)b. 
(79) a. Jiang shan yi gai, benxing nan yi. 
river mountain easy change, nature difficult change 
'It's easy to change rivers and mountains, but difficult to change a person's 
nature.' 
(79) b. Yiqie banfa dou shi-guo le， dou shibai le. 
all way all try-ASP ASP, all fail ASP 
'All the ways have been tried, but all have failed.， 
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j Fan's argument has its point, but example (79)b seems to be narrative rather than 
j 
I descriptive or evaluational, and therefore should be treated as a case of topicalization. But 
J i 
I we believe that he is right in pointing out that topicalized sentences are narrative, 
•I 
temporally bound, and their subjects can be inferred from the context. On the other hand, 
theme-subject sentences, including the middle considered here and sentence (79)a, are 
evaluational, predicating a kind of property or state held by the subjects. Treating them as 
i 
cases of topicalization is taking an extreme stance. The sentences are about the theme 
subjects. They are not stating an event, and there are no specific agents involved. Although 
we can lexicalize this generic agent, it does not affect the interpretation of the sentences. 
Applying the criteria (i.e.，narrative vs. descriptive and evaluational, eventive vs. stative and 
generic) to sentence (80), brought to my attention by Dr. Yip (p.c.), we argue that it is a 
case of topicalization, as suggested by her; because the sentence is narrative and temporally 
bound. But it differs from middle sentences and other theme-subject sentences. 
(80) Shu chuban le. 
book publish ASP 
'The book has been published.' 
It is our belief that the issue of topicalization is irrelevant to the middle construction 
considered in this study. Treating them on a par obscures the distinctions between them. 
3.5. Arguments against qilai as a middle marker. 
So far it has become clear that Chinese has sentences that parallel to the English 
middle construction, and it seems to Mow naturally that qilai functions as a middle 
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marker, as claimed by Song (1994). However, the following sentences question this very 
idea that we should in Chinese we should propose this independent function oiqilai. 
(81) a. Ta pao-qilai hen kuai. 
he mn-qilai very fast 
He runs very fast.丨 
b. Ta fa-qi-piqi-lai hen kepa. 
he lose-temper-qilai very horrible 
'It is really horrible when he loses temper.' 
These two sentences turn out to observe some relevant requirements of the middle. They 
are non-eventive, and require a complex predicate, as shown by the ungrammaticality of 
(82)aand(82)b. 
(82) a. * Ta zuotian pao-qilai hen kuai. 
he yesterday mn-qilai very fast 
(82) b. * Ta fa-qi-piqi-lai. 
he lose-temper-qilai 
Interesting enough, whereas recent work on Chinese linguistics has noticed the use 
of qilai in (7)-(9) based on cross-linguistics studies, little if any attention is given to 
sentences in (81). This use of qilai thus remains unaccounted for. Song (1994) might argue 
that qilai in (81) functions as a subordinator meaning 'when' or 'whenever', which we will 
turn to in the later section. 
Although there is no change of argument structure involved in (81)，what is 
expressed in the two sentences is the same as in sentences (7)-(9)，repeated here as (83)-





(83) Zhei-gegushi jiang-qilai bu rongyi. 
1 this-CL story tell-qilai no easy 
This story won't tell easily.' 
(84) Zhei-ping jiu he-qilai xiang baikaishui. 
i 
this-bottle wine drink-qilai like water 
This bottle of wine drinks like water.' 
(85) Zhei-ben shu mai-qilai hen kuai. 
this-CL book sell-qilai very fast 
This book sells quickly.' 
The two sets of sentences, we believe, should be treated on a par, as both are predicating a 
property of the subject, whether the subject is the theme argument of the agent argument. 
One might argue against this line of reasoning based on crosslinguistic consideration. In 
English and other European languages, the middle construction cannot have an agent 
argument as its subject，that is why we argue against Massam's (1992) classification in 
Chapter 2. Therefore in EngUsh, Sentence (86)a is considered as the middle, but (86)b is 
not. 
(86) a. Government officials bribe easily, 
b. He runs quickly. 
However, Chinese is different from English in this respect, because sentences in 
(81) and (83)-(85) share one verbal affix - qilai. More importantly, the function of qilai 
involved in these two sets of sentences is exactly one and the same, which we term as "the 
evaluational qilaf,’ the qilai that introduces an evaluation or comment toward the subject 
with regard to the canying out of the action predicated. I owe this term to Chang (1993)， 
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yet in her work, the term only covers sentences like (83)-(85), but not those like (81)， 
which are left unmentioned. ^ The qilai in (83>(85) turns out to have an additional effect: 
making the external argument inert, as it happens to be introducing a comment on the 
internal argument of the verb with regard to the carrying out of the predicate. When it is 
used to comment on a property of say, an instrument argument or a location argument (i.e., 
the adjunct middle in Ackema and Schoorlemmer's 1993 term), the sentences are totally 
acceptable, as reflected in (87)-(88). 
(87) Zhei-zhi bi xie-qilai hen shunshou. 
this-CL pen write-qilai very smooth 
'This pen writes smoothly.' 
(88) Zhei-bayizi zuo-qilai hen shufu. 
this-CL chair sit-qilai very comfortable 
This chair sits comfortably.' 
In this aspect, Chinese parallels English and some other European languages where there 
also exist instrumental and location middle. 
Similarly，we have got the parallel sets of construction in de sentences, where both 
agent or theme/instrument argument can be the subject being commented on. 
(89) Ta pao-de hen kuai. 
he run-DE veiy fast 
He runs very fast.' 
(90) Zhei-pian wenzhang xie-de hen hao. 
this-CL article write-DE very good 
'This article is well-written.' 
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(91) Zhei-zhi bi ‘ xie-de hen shunshou. 
！ 
this-CL pen wiite-DE very smooth 
This pen writes smoothly.' 
To the best of my knowledge, in the literature, few if any study ever tried to treat these de 
differently, for they actually reflect the same function, as introducing "a general property" of 
the subject (Huang 1988 p.292). Accordingly, we believe that it is inappropriate to state 
two uses oi qilai - one as a middle marker, and the other as introducing an evaluational 
element. The former can actually be subsumed under the latter. 
3.6. Functions of qilai revisited. 
Most work on the distribution of qilai recognises two uses of it，one as a 
directional complement expressing an upward movement either literally or metaphorically， 
the other as an aspectual suffix giving the sentence an inchoative reading. The analysis 
above points to a new function of qilai which receives little attention in the previous 
literature，i.e., as a verbal affix introducing an evaluational element to the subject or the 
carrying out of the action predicated. Now we are going to consider another use of qilai 
noted by Chang (1993) and Song (1994). 
3 6.1. Qilai as a subordinator or conditional adjunct. 
In Chang's (1993) and Song's (1994) work, another function of qilai is discussed: 
as a subordinator or conditional adjunct equivalent to "when" or "whenever". 
(92) Ta nian-qi-shu-lai hen renzhen. 
he read-qi-book-lai very earnest 
'He, when reading books, is very earnest., 
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(93) Ta chang-qi-ge-lai meigeren dou shoubuliao. 
he sing-qi-song-lai everyone all bear-not 
When(ever) he sings, no one can bear it.' 
(94) Lisi shuo-qi-Yingwen-lai xiangdang zifU. 
Lisi speak-qi-English-lai rather conceited 
When Lisi speaks English, he is rather conceited.' 
(95) Lisi shuo-qi-Yingwen-lai dajia dou touteng. 
Lisi speak-qi-English-lai everyone all headache 
"When Lisi speaks English, everyone gets a headache.' 
Chang (1993) argued for this analysis by showing that the clauses could actually be 
Mowed by the conditional sufiOx, like de hua (in the case that.., if) or de shihou (in the 
time that…，when). This, according to her, distinguished the conditional meaning of qilai 
from the evaluational meaning of qilai, as shown by the ungrammaticality of (96)a and 
(96)b. 
(96) a. * Zuotian xigua chi-qilai-de-huahen tian. 
yesterday watermelon eat-qilai-if very sweet 
b. * Zuotian xigua chi-qilai-de-shihou hen tian. 
yesterday watermelon eat-qilai-when very sweet 
3.6.2. Arguments for the reconciliation of the subordinator qilai and evaluational qilai 
The problem with (96) claimed by Chang, as a matter of fact，has nothing to do 
with de-hua (if) or J^-shihou (when), but rather the existence of zuotian (yesterday), which 







subject held irrespective of time. In other words, as Gu (p.c.) suggests, “…de shihou” is a 
generic conditional construct, which is of course incompatible with specific temporal 
I expressions like zuotian. The sentences become much better when zuotian gets deleted. 
I 
(97) a. ？? Xigua chi-qilai-de-huahen tian. 
watermelon eat-qilai-if very sweet 
b. ？?Xigua chi-qilai-de-shihou hen tian. 
watermelon eat-qilai-when very sweet 
Still (97) wounds a little bit odd, which may be attributed to the fact that melon is 
supposed to be sweet whether it is being eaten or not. So the following evaluational 
sentences sound more acceptable. 
(98) Zhei-liang die kai-qilai-de-huahen pingwen. 
this-CL car drive-qilai-if very smooth 
This car drives very smoothly.' 
(99) ganlanqiu da-qilai-de-shihou hen ciji. 
rugby play-qilai-when very exciting 
'(Lit.) Rugby plays excitingly.' 
This result is expected, however, since the evaluational sentences are sort of comment on 
the property of the subject as the action predicated is carried out. In parallel sentence (100) 
implies sentence (101). 
(100) Ta pao-de hen kuai. 
he run-de very fast 
'He runs fast.' 
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(101) Ta pao-de-shihou hen kuai. 
he mn-when very fast 
'(Lit.) When he runs，he runs fast.' 
The discussion shows that the function of qilai as a subordinator or conditional adjunct is 
subsumed under the evaluational meaning rather than one that should be considered as an 
independent function, since the latter implies the former. 
Another argument for the reconciliation of the two qilai stems from a semantic 
base, as the relevant sentences are both commenting on the subject with regard to the 
carrying out of the action predicted. Syntactically both the sentences can be questioned 
with zenmeyang, meaning how, which supports the position we take here to consider 
the two qilai - i.e.，the evaluational qilai and the subordinator qilai on a par. 
(102) a. Zhe-ping jiu he-qilai xiang baikaishui. 
this-bottle wine drink-qilai like water 
'This bottle drinks like water.' 
b. Zhe-ping jiu he-qilai zenmeyang? 
this-bottle wine drink-qilai how 
'How does this bottle of wine drink?" 
(103) a. Lisi shuo-qi-yingwen-lai dajia dou touteng. 
Lisi speak-qi-English4ai everyone all headache 
‘When Lisi speaks English, everyone gets a headache" 
b, Lisi shuo-qi-yingwen-lai zenmeyang? 
Lisi speak-qi-English-lai how 







I Or approaching the problem from the other angle, if we ask a question like 
J 
'I (102)b and (103)b, (102)a and (103)a would be acceptable answers. On the basis of 
j 
I this line of reasoning, it is not a good idea to propose an evaluational qilai and a 
j . 
subordinator qilai. As a matter of fact, the latter should be subsumed under the former, 
although the latter can be paraphrased into sentences with de hua (if) and de shihou 
(when). This is because qilai is intrinsically encoded with a conditional meaning. Hence 
it can be viewed as a lexical conditional form of some kind. This not only explains the 
redundancy in the co-occurrence of qilai and …de shihou in (99)，as both serve as 
lexical conditional form, only one should be minimally sufficient; but also sheds light 
on the entailment observed in (100) and (101). When (100) is non-eventive, it has an 
"always, often, usually" construal. 
3.7. Summary 
In summary, Chinese has its middle construction, marked by the verbal affix 
qilai, which observe all the properties of the construction. Although N-de construction 
also behaves like the middle to a certain extent, on the basis of the aspectuality and the 
distribution of the two constructions, we argue for the Y-qilai construction as the 
Chinese middle. However, it does not thus follow that qilai serves as the middle 
marker，as this is just a function subsumed under the function of evaluational qilai. 
Sentences with evaluational qilai introduce evaluational elements or comments on the 
subjects，whether they are the internal or external arguments of the verbs, or even the 









realized as the subject, i.e., being commented on, we get the Chinese middle 
construction, just like the English counterpart. The function of qilai as a subordinator, 
argued by Chang (1993) and Song (1994)，turns out to be a function that should be 
i 1 
subsumed under the evaluational qilai. 





Chapter 4. The Syntax of the Evaluational qilai Construction 
4.0. Introduction. 
As discussed in Chapter 3, we can have qilai sentences predicating either the 
agent argument, the instrument argument, the location argument, or the theme 
argument of the verbs concerned. In this chapter the syntactic representation of the 
evaluational qilai construction will be addressed，as there is a necessity to distinguish 
two types, with only one of them being the middle construction. 
4.1. Two types of evaluational qilai. 
(1) a. Zhei-ge gua chi-qilai hen tian. 
this-CL melon eat-qilai very sweet 
'(Lit.) This melon eats sweet.' 
b. Zhei-duo hua weng-qilai hen xiang. 
this-CL flower smell-qilai very fragrant 
'This flower smells fragrant.' 
(2) a. Zhei-ben shu mai-qilai hen kuai. 
this-CL book sell-qilai very fast 
'This book sells quickly.' 
b. Zhei-ge xiangzi xiedai-qilai hen fangbian. 
this-CL trunk carry-qilai very convenient 




Despite the apparent similarity in term of sentence structure, the relationship 
between the predicate and the theme argument is different. Tsai (1993) uses the 
contrast of the following two expressions to show this point. 
j (3) a. * Chi zhei-gegua hen tian. 
( 
I eat this-CL melon very sweet 
‘(Lit.) The eating of the melon is sweet.' 
b. * Weng zhei-duo hua hen xiang. 
smell this-CL flower very fragrant 
‘ (Lit.) The smelling of this flower is fragrant.， 
(4) a. Mai zhei-ben shu hen kuai. 
sell this-CL book very smooth 
‘(Lit.) The selling of the book is fast.' 
b. Xiedai zhei-ge xiangzihen fangbian. 
carry this-CL trunk very convenient 
‘It is easy to carry about this trunk.' 
In (4)，there exists a kind of verb-object relationship between the main predicate and 
the theme argument, but this is not available in (3). 
Here we propose another test to show their difference which is based on the 
assumption that in sentences like (2)，the AP actually predicates the carrying out of the 
action，and this contrasts with sentences like (1), where AP modifies the subject NP. 
Therefor (5)，which is based on (1) would be acceptable, whereas (6)，which is based 
on (2), would be ruled out. 
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(5) a. hen tian-de ‘ gua 
very sweet-GENI melon 
'a very sweet melon' 
b. hen xiang-de hua 
very fragrant-GENI flower 
'a very fragrant flower' 
(6) a. * hen kuai-de shu 
very fast-GENI book 
'(Lit.) a very fast book， 
b. * hen fangbian-de xiangzi 
very convenient trunk 
'(Lit.) a very convenient trunk' 
In English the contrast between (1) and � is syntactically obvious，where we 
have a special type of verbs known as link verbs，which differ from middle verbs. 
Compare (7) and (8). 
(7) a. The melon tastes sweet. 
b. The flower smells fragrant. 
(8) a. The book sells quickly, 
b. The car drives smoothly. 
Whereas the complements of (7) are adjectives, those of (8) are adverbs; and only 
sentences in (8) and the like are known as the middle. In parallel, the sentences in � 
and the like，but not those in (1) and the like，are the Chinese middle. To capture the 
differences of these two different types of sentences in Chinese, Tsai (1993) proposes 
102 
two different syntactic representations for them. The schematic representation is 
provided here as well for the convenience of reading. ^ 
(9) a. Zhei-ben shu nian-qilai hen ganren. 
this-CL book read-qilai very moving 
‘(Lit.) This book reads moving 
NP<V-^/7a/>adjunctVP 
b. DP 
N P I， 
I VP 
AD VP 
zhei-ben shu nian-qilai nen g ^ ^ ^ 
(10) a. Zhei-ben shu mai-qilai hen kuai. 
this-CL book sell-qilai very fast 
'This book sells quickly.' 
<NP Y-qilai>s VP 
b. IP 
IP VP 
zhei-ben shu hen kuai 
mai-qilai 
Although Tsai (1993) does not provide any evidence to support the syntactic 
r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s of the two types of evaluational sentences in (9) and (10)，we can get 
arguments from Song's (1994) work, which will favor the syntactic representation in 
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(9). Let us term the qilai in (9) as qilai\ and the qilai in (10) as qilai2. In fact, Song 
(1994) considers the use of qilail only. According to him, there are some proposals 
regarding V-qilail as an adjunct. He，instead，puts forward some arguments against 
this proposal, some of which turn out to become arguments favoring V-qilai\ as an 
i I 
I adjunct. The details will be introduced in the next section. 
! 
4.2. Re NP <V-(5rz7a/7>adjunct AP 
i 
Firstly，according to Song, if the subject does not match the main predicate's 
selection properties, adding the adjunct should not change the grammaticality of the 
sentence. 
(11) a. * Zhei-mian qiangbi yao hen zixi. 
this-CL wall need very careful 
'This wall needs to be very careful.， 
b. Zhei-mian qiangbi fenshua-qilai yao hen zixi. 
this-CL wall paint-qilai need very careful 
'This wall should be carefully painted.' 
(12) a. Ta manmande pao-le wu quan. 
he slowly mn-ASP five lap 
‘He slowly ran five laps.' 
b. Ta pao4e wu quan. 
he mn-ASP five lap 
'He ran five laps.' 
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Song makes it clear that the ungrammatical ( l l )a becomes fully acceptable 
when a N-qilai expression is added, which shows that the N-qilai cannot function as 
an adjunct. This contrasts with (12)，where manmande "slowly" functions as an 
adjunct. The assumption is that a sentence with or without an adjunct should have the 
same degree of grammaticality. This is exactly what we have for Y-qilai\. 
(13) a. Zhei-ben shu nian-qilai hen ganren. 
this-CL book read-qilai very moving 
‘(Lit.) This book reads moving.， 
b. Zhei-ben shu hen ganren. 
‘This book is very moving.' 
(14) a. Zhei-duo huar wen-qilai hen xiang. 
this-CL flower smell-qilai very fragrant 
'This flower smells fragrant.' 
b. Zhei-duo huar hen xiang. 
'This flower is fragrant.' 
In these two sentences, the addition or deduction oi nian-qilai “read-qilai，，and wen-
qilai “smell-qilai，，does not change the grammaticality of the sentences. In this sense, 
they behave like an adjunct. 
Secondly, an adjunct clause can generally be preposed to the left of the matrix 
subject, resulting in a scopal difference. 
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(15) a. Gongsi [zai ni lai diaocha yiqian] yijing 
company [at you come investigate before] already 
xuanbu pochan le. 
announce bankruptcy ASP 
‘The company had already announced bankruptcy before you came to 
investigate.， 
b. [zai ni lai diaocha yiqian] gongsi yijing xuanbu pochan le. 
Although the same operation would result in unacceptable sentences with 
regard to N-qilail, this poses no problem for N-qilai\. 
(16) a. Zhei-liang che xiuli-qilai2 hen rongyi. 
this-CL car fix-qilai very easy 
‘This car fixes easily.， 
b. * Xiuli-qilai zhei-liang che hen rongyi. 
c. * Xiuli-qi-zhei-liang che-lai hen rongyi. 
(17) a. Zhei-duan yinyue [ting-qilail] hen bucuo. 
this-piece music listen-qilai very not bad 
'This piece of music sounds pretty good.， 
b. [Ting-qilai] zhei-duanyinyue hen bucuo. 
In (16)，the preposing of xiuli-qilai "repair-qilai" results in ungrammatical sentences. 
On the contrary, this works perfectly with (17). Therefore, on the basis of the syntactic 
behavior ofY-qilail, we propose, just as Tsai (1993) argues, that it functions as an 
adjunct, with the VP functioning as the main predicate. 
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4.3. Re <NP Y-qilai2>S AP ^ 
As revealed in the previous chapter, NP V-qilai2 AP may have a parallel 
structure with NP V-de AP. Tsai's (1993) syntactic representation for evaluational 
qilail reminds one of the Primary Predication hypothesis of the de construction. It is 
therefore necessary to consider the arguments involved there. 
4.3.1. The syntax ofde construction, a review of Huang's (1988) work 
In the literature, there are two opposing proposals concerning the syntactic 
representation of sentences like 'Wo pao-de kuai,, (I run fast)，concerning which is the 
main predicate —pao (run) or kuai (fast). That argues for kuai as the main predicate is 
known as Primary Predication hypothesis, and that ^0I pao the Secondary Predication 
hypothesis. Details aside, the following schematic representations illustrate the two 
proposals respectively. 
(18) ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ 
WO pao-de hen kuai , … 
I mn-DE very fast ^ p W 
wo pao-ae hen Kuai 
I mn-DE very fast 
> � 7 s 
(19) 
T 八 
V， AP/S， wo pao-de hen kuai 
wo pao-de hen kuat 
I run-DE very fast 
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4.3.1.1. Huang's argument against the Primary Predication theory 
As discussed in the literature, arguments for Primary Predication hypothesis 
include: A-not-A question and negation, /^-suffixation, and Binding theory. Since the 
latter two are relevant only to resultative constructions, we would consider inclusively 
the first piece of criterion. This is will be followed by Huang's counterarguments. 
4.3.1.1.1. A-not-A questions 
It is usually considered that A-not-A question is formed by reduplicating the 
verb of a sentence and inserting the negative morpheme bu between the two identical 
verbs. 
(20) Zhangsan xihuan-bu-xihuan ni? 
Zhangsan like-not-like you 
'Does Zhangsan like you or not?' 
In the de construction, it is V2 but not Vi that takes the A-not-A form. 
(21) a. Tamen pao-de kuai-bu-kuai? 
they mn-DE fast-not-fast 
'Do they run fast or not?' 
b. * Tamen pao-bu-pao de kuai? 
they run-not-run DE fast 
4.3.1.1.2. bu negation 
It is usually believed that the negation of a sentence is realized through the 
attachment of the negator bu to the main verb. The fact that in the de construction bu 
is attached to V2 makes the Primary Predication hypothesis plausible. 
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(22) Zhangsan bu-xihuan Lisi. 
Zhangsan not-like Lisi. 
‘Zhangsan does not like Lisi.' 
(23) a. Tamen pao-de bu kuai. 
they run-DE not fast 
'They don't run fast.' 
b. * Tamen bu pao-de kuai. 
they not run-DE fast 
These criteria obviously apply to the evaluational qilai! construction as well, as 
reflected in the following sentences. 
(24) a. Deyu xue-qilai rongyi-bu-rongyi? 
German learn-qilai easy-not-easy 
'(Lit.) Does German learn easily?' 
b. * Deyu xue-bu-xue qilai rongyi? 
German learn-not-leam qilai easy 
(25) a. Deyu xue-qilai bu-rongyi. 
German learn-qilai not-easy 
'German does not learn easily.' 
b. * Deyu bu-xue qilai rongyi. 
German not-leam qilai easy 
As a response to these arguments, Huang correctly points out that it not always 
the main verb that takes A-not-A question. 
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(26) Ni renwei [tamen hui-bu-hui lai]? 
you think [they will-not-will come] 
'Do you think that they will come or do you think that they won't?' 
Here in (26), the target of A-not-A question form is a modal verb in the embedded 
i j 




With regard to Z)w-negation, Huang (1988，p.284) proposes the following 
principle: 
(27) Principle P: The negative morpheme bu forms an immediate 
construction with the first V^ element following it. 
But this would result in sentences like 
(28) * Tamen [[bu-pao] de kuai] 
they [[not-run] DE fast] 
'They don't run fast.' 
The ungrammaticality of the sentence, according to Huang, results from a semantic 
consideration, because it asserts that someone is fast with respect to some event, and 
at the same time it presupposes the non-existence of the relevant event (see p. 285). 
4.3.1.2. Arguments for the Secondary Predication hypothesis. 
Besides the negative arguments introduced above against the Primary 
P r e d i c a t i o n hypothesis, Huang also provides some positive arguments in favor of the 
Secondary Predication hypothesis. What is relevant here concerns the scope of 
negation and question. Vi in de construction cannot take Zm-negation nor can it occur 
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in A-not-A questions, but pre-^ Vi negation or question is possible if there is a 
"supporting" element Xik^you (have), shi (be), and neng (can). 
(29) a. Ta mei-you pao-de kuai. 
he not-have run-DE fast 
‘He didn't run fast.' 
b. Ta bu-shi pao-de kuai. 
he not-be run-DE fast 
‘It is not the case that he runs fast.， 
c. Ta bu-neng pao-de kuai. 
he not-can run-DE fast 
'He cannot run fast. 
(30) a. Ta you-mei-you pao-de hen kuai? 
he have-not-have run-DE very fast 
'Did he run fast?， 
b. Ta shi-bu-shi pao-de hen kuai? 
he be-not-be run-DE very fast 
'Is it the cast that he runs fast?' 
c. Ta neng-bu-neng pao-de hen kuai? 
he can-not-can run-DE very fast 
'Can he run fast?' 
4.3.2. Arguments for the Secondary Predication hypothesis of evaluational qilail. 
4 3 2.1. Arguments from the de construction 
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As is clear from the discussion in the previous chapter, Y-qilai construction, or 
more accurately, the N-qilail construction, is closely related to the N-de construction, 
despite the differences in terms of aspectuality. Applying the above criteria for the 
Secondary Predication hypothesis of de construction to V-qilai2, we come up with the 
following results. 
(31) a. * Zhei-ben shu meiyou mai-qilai hen kuai. 
this-CL book not-have sell-qilai very fast 
b. ？ Zhei-ben shu bu-shi mai-qilai hen kuai. 
c. Zhei-ben shu bu-hui mai-qilai hen kuai. 
(32) a. * Zhei-ben shu you-mei-you mai-qilai hen kuai? 
b. Zhei-ben shu shi-bu-shi mai-qilai hen kuai? 
c. Zhei-ben shu hui-bu-hui mai-qilai hen kuai? 
The ungrammaticality of (31)a and (32)a is quite predictable (see also the 
discussion in Chapter 3 of this issue), as meiyou md you-mei-you are compatible only 
with past events and are incompatible with evaluational sentences which does not 
allow any specific time reference, including of course the past situation. Therefore the 
results bear out the idea that N-qilail functions as the main predicate. 
4.3.2.2. The position of sentential adverbial expression. 
We propose another piece of evidence supporting the Secondary Predication 
hypothesis. This is related to the position of Chinese sentential adverbials，which seem 
to behave on a par with English and always precede the main predicate. ^ Consider the 
contrast between (33)a and (33)b. 
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(33) a. Zhangsan jingchang kan dianshi. 
Zhangsan often watch TV 
'Zhangsan often watches TV.' 
b. * Zhangsan kan jingchang dianshi. 
Zhangsan watch often TV 
If we set the evaluational sentence in a past situation, we would get a sentence 
like (33)a，but definitely not (33)b. This could only happen if the Secondary 
Predication hypothesis holds, i.e., the N-qilail is the main predicate of the sentence， 
which can receive the temporal modification oiyiqian 'before". On the other hand，hen 
kuai "very fast,，，not being the main predicate, cannot be modified hyyiqian. 
(34) a. Ta yiqian pao-qilai hen kuai. 
he before run-qilai very fast 
‘He used to run very fast. ’ 
b. * Ta pao-qilai yiqian hen kuai. 
he run-qilai before very fast 
4.4. Summary. 
The term of Chinese evaluational sentence is a semantic one, and syntactically 
there are two types of it，represented by (1) and (2) respectively. The first type 
behavior like the English sentences of link verbs. The present thesis agrees with Tsai's 
(1993) proposition that V-qilail functions as an adjunct. With regard to the second 
type of evaluational sentences, the present thesis disagrees with Tsai (1993)，who 
proposes that NP + V-qilaa is the sentential subject with VP functioning as the main 
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predicate. Based on the arguments for the Secondary Predication hypothesis of the de 
construction, and the position of Chinese sentential adverbial expression, it is 
concluded that V-qilai2 serves as the main predicate. The following represents the 
syntactic representations of the two types of evaluational sentences in Chinese marked 
by qilai. 
(35) a. Zhei-ben shu nian-qilai hen ganren. 
this-CL book read-qilai very moving 
'(Lit.) This book reads moving.' 
N P <V-g/7a/>adjunct V P 
b. Zhei-ben shu mai-qilai hen kuai. 
this-CL book sell-qilai very fast 
'This book sells quickly.' 
N P <V-购Z�predicate V P 
Applying these conclusion to the issue of the Chinese middle construction 
considered in this study, we argue that only "NP Y^qilail VP" is the canonical Chinese 
middle construction on the condition that the NP is a non-agent argument. Therefore，a 
Chinese middle s en tence has to observe two conditions. Firstly，the syntactic subject is 
realized by a n o n - a g e n t argument, and secondly，the p o s t - _ / complement is 
predicating the carrying out of the action. The schematic representation in (36) shows 
the different types involved in the evaluational qilai construction and the different 
functions that Y-qilai serves in the construction. 
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(36) the evaluational qilai construction 
an agent subject a non-agent subject 
W-qilai predicate 
qilail qilail 







Chapter 5. Conclusion 
In the present thesis, we start from the consideration of the English middle 
construction. A look into the semantics of the construction shows that it is predicating 
an inherent property held by the subject, and this explains the properties of the 
construction. Accounts are also provided for the syntactic issues surrounding the 
middle construction, i.e.，(a) why does the external theta role fail to surface，and (b) is 
there a syntactic position for it? A comparison of the three accounts for the first 
question - lexical saturation of the external argument represented by Fagan (1988)， 
failure ofV-INFL coindexation represented by Roberts (1986)，and the suppression of 
the external theta role by the middle marker represented by Rosen (1990)，shows that 
Pagan's (1988) account wins out, as it can, among other things, also account for the 
i 
instrumental middle. The implied agent is argued to be only semantically active, 
i 
contrary to the proposal that it occupies a syntactic position, as fiercely argued by 
Stroik (1992, 1995). 
We conclude from the discussion of the English middle as well as Dutch middle 
that the present concept of the middle construction represents a larger set of data than 
the original concept. It used to represent sentences where the internal theme arguments 
of some two-place predicates get realized as the subjects, with the external agent 
arguments suppressed. Now the term also covers those whose subjects are realized by 
instrument or location arguments or some other arguments. In this sense，the existence 
of the implied agent becomes a determining property. The meaning behind the term 
"middle" remains the same，i.e., active in form and passive in meaning. 
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Applying the discussion of the English middle, especially the properties of the 
construction, to the Chinese data, we conclude that the Chinese middle construction is 
marked by the verbal affix qilai, in accordance with Song's (1994) proposal. However， 
it does not thus follow that this qilai serves as the middle marker，for a closer look into 
the Chinese data shows that this function oi qilai also occurs in non-middle sentences, 
sentences with agent subjects. We thus propose this qilai as the evaluational qilai, as it 
introduces some kind of evaluation or comment on the subject, or the carrying out of 
the action predicated. In the former case，Y-qilai functions as an adjunct, while in the 
latter case, Y-qilai functions as the main predicate. A canonical Chinese middle 
sentence is, therefore, constrained by two conditions: the syntactic subject being a non-
agent argument and the post-^z7az complement predicating a property of the subject 
with regard to the carrying out of the action. 
However, there are several issues that are not fully developed in the study. It is 
recognized in the literature that the middle construction is normally stative, non-
i 
eventive, namely with a generic interpretation of the proposition. Are these three 
concepts refer to the exactly same thing, although they are used interchangeably here? 
How to account for certain eventive middle sentences, and are there any restrictions on 
them? In the discussion of Chinese，we argue that the middle is marked by qilai rather 
than de. However, we fail to provide a comprehensive account for the limited 
distribution of Y-de construction. In other words，what are the exact differences 
between the two? A satisfactory answer to all these remaining questions obviously 
extends beyond the scope of the middle construction. These issues need to be further 




Notes to Chapter 2. 
1. The syntactic behavior of stative verbs is the following: 
a. They do not occur in the progressive. 
b. They do not occur with Class I adverbs. 
c. They do not occur in pseudoclefts. 
d. They do not have an iterative present. 
Notes to Chapter 3. 
1. There are several studies which argue that the sentences like (1) and (2) are cases of 
topicalization, with the empty subject being either a null expletive or a pronominal with 
arbitrary reference. Although this is not directly related to the present study，we 
question this position. For our arguments, see the discussion in Chapter 3，section 
3.4.6. 
2. The function of qilai discussed in Song's (1994) work is actually a review of 
J literature. 
3 In section 3.5, it will be argued that this function can actually be subsumed under a 
new function not discussed in the literature. 
4 Ganren (moving) is a generic causative psych-verb, as it encodes (lexicalizes) a 
generic causee，i.e.，ren (people in general). Gandong (moved), on the other hand, has 





(i) Zhangsan gandong-le Lisi. 
Zhangsan move-ASP Lisi 
'Zhangsan made Lisi moved.， 
(ii) Lisi hen gandong. 
Lisi very moved 
'Lisi was very much moved.' 
5. Concerning the issue of what kind of verbs can undergo middle formation, there is 
no consensus in the literature. The AfFectedness Constraint proposed by Jaeggli (1985) 
is one of the most adopted version. However, it is not without its problems. The 
widely use middle sentence The book reads easily poses a problem as it is difficult to 
construe that the book is being affected when it is being read. Other versions includes 
those proposed by Grimshaw (1990) and Hale and Keyser (1987). Grimshaw (1990) 
states that only verbs with external arguments can undergo middle formation, where 
external argument refers to "thematically and aspectually the most prominent argument 
in the argument structure" (p. 90). This can account for the read sentence, but fails to 
explain why verbs like hit is unable to form a middle sentence. Hale and Keyser (1987) 
proposes that a verb is eligible for middle formation if and only if its internal theme 
undergoes a change. This would thus correctly excludes the verb hit from undergoing 
middle formation, since it only expresses a contact between the participants. 
Nevertheless，as they admit, this piece of criterion cannot explain the read case. 
6. Y-qilai also allows other epistemic modal adverbs, like dagai “probably，，，yexu 





(i) Zhei-ben shu mai-qilai dagai/yexu/keneng/yiding 
this-CL book sell-qilai probably/maybe/possible/definitely 
hen kuai. 
very fast. 
'This book probably/maybe/possibly/definitely sells very fast., 
7. In sentences like 
(i) Zhei-zhi bi xie-qilai/de bu shunshou. 
this-CL pen write-qilai/de not smooth 
'This pen does not write smoothly.' 
we have constituent negation rather than sentential negation. For further discussion 
concerning the syntactic structure of the qilai and de constructions, see Chapter 4, 
"The Syntax of Evaluational qilai Construction". 
8. Chang (1993) does not equate the Chinese sentences like Zhei-ben shu nian-qilai 
hen rongyi (This book reads easily) and Zhei-ge gua chi-qilai hen tian (This melon 
tastes sweet) with the English middle construction. The reason is threefold. 
Firstly，middle sentences are usually generic statements and do not describe a particular 
event in time, thus ruling out example (i); while Y-qilai compounds in Chinese are 
allowed to describe a past event as in example (ii). 
(i) * The book sold easily yesterday. 
(ii) Zuotian xigua chi-qilai hen tian. 
yesterday watermelon eat-qilai very sweet 
‘The watermelon which was eaten yesterday was sweet.' 
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There are several problems here. As we have seen in the Chapter 2，the English allows 
eventive reading in certain cases, depending on the choice of the modifier. On the other 
hand, Chinese V-qilai construction in question is definitely generic，stative, and non-
eventive. Sentence (ii) is definitely unacceptable. The sentence that Chang wants to 
express should be the following: 
(iii) Zuotian-de xigua chi-qilai hen tian. 
yesterday-GENI watermelon eat-qilai very sweet 
'The watermelon eaten yesterday tasted sweet.' 
Also as I will argue in Chapter 4, sentence (iii) does not parallel the middle 
construction, rather the English sentences involving the so-called link verbs. 
Secondly，middles usually subcategorize for manner adverbs like easily or well’ while 
sentences with V-qilai compounds additionally subcategorize for a stative verb. This 
does not pose a problem either. As we have argued in section 3.3, in the English 
middle construction, a modifier is essential (and we can say that the middle 
subcategorize for a modifier, like a manner adverb). In Chinese, we do not term the 
element in question “a modifier", but rather a "complex stative construction". 
Thirdly, middles describe how activity can be carried out with respect to a given 
object, while sentences with N-qilai compounds express the speaker's attitude towards 
the event. Contrary to this argument, it is recognized in the literature that the middle 
construction also expresses a kind of attitude，or opinion, or evaluation, as argued in 
Chapter 2, the English middle is compatible with a point-of-view expressions. 
(iv) For Mary, the book reads easily. 
(v) For translators, Latin translates with difficulty. 
102 
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Notes to Chapter 4. 
1. Adjectives in Chinese are labeled as stative verbs (Li and Thompson 1981)，so they 
can project to a VP. 
2. The mechanism behind this，whether Chinese has lowering of aspect to verb based 
on the parametric difference along the line proposed by Pollock (1989) and later on 
developed by Chomsky (1991), or rather Chinese aspect suffixes are base-generated as 
proposed by Gu (1993) will not be considered. 
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